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International Groups React to Yugoslav Crisis 

West Appeals For Dialogue 

AU 2706170891 Paris AFP in Enelish 1608 GMT 

27 Jun 9! 

[Text] June 27 (AFP) [Dateline as received}—Western 
nations caked on Yugoslavia on Thursday to resolve the 
cnsis over Slovenia and Croatia through dialogue, as a 
trial of strength mounted between the federal army and 
security forces in Slovenia 

“The recourse to violence should stop. All parties should 
respect human nights and should arrive through dialogue 
at a peaceful and democratic solution.” a NATO 
spokesman said in Brussels. He said the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization was “greatly concerned about the 
deterioration of the situation” and was following 
closely. 

Foreign ministers of the nine members of the Western 
European Union (WEL) expressed “regret” at the Yugo- 
slav republics’ declarations of independence on Tuesday 
and issued an “urgent appeal” to all sides to avoid using 
force. WEU ministers meeting in Vianden, Luxembourg. 
said in a Statement they were extremely concerned over 
developments in Yugoslavia and called for “dialogue to 
save the country’s unity.” They urged member countries 
of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in 
Europe (CSCE) “to encourage efforts” to forge a negoti- 
ated settlement which would “respect all principles of 
the CSCE.” 

Diplomatic sources in Vianden sand Luxembourg For- 
cign Minister Jacques Poos, whose country holds the 
rotating presidency of the |2- natvon Eur »pean Commu- 
nity, had said he would ask the EC summit opening in 
Luxembourg Friday to consider a proposal by German 
Foreign Minister Hans-Dictrich for CSCE foreign min- 
iSters to hold urgent consultations on the crisis 

In Rome, Italian diplomatic sources said a proposal 
made by Italy and Germany for a “high-level” EC 
mission to travel to Yugoslavia shortly would be put to 
the EC meeting in Luxembourg. A spokesman for Italian 
Foreign Minister Gianni de Michelss sand the minister 
hoped for “more moderation” in Yugoslavia “to avoid 
recourse to violence.” 

In Paris, a Foreign Ministry spokesman said France was 
“extraordinarily vigilant, at this stage” of the dangers of 
a military confrontation which threatened to explode 
and trigger “clashes” across Yugoslavia 

Representatives of the EC states were to hold a mecting 
on Yugoslavia later Thursday in Luxembourg, he said 

In Vienna, Austrian Foreign Minsister Alors Mock said 
Austria had contacted Belgrade concerning the “unusual 
military activity” on Yugoslavia, under a CSCE process 
that could lead to a full CSCE meeting on the crisis 
Austria and neighbering Yugoslavia, where army tanks 
were moving into breakaway Slovenia on Thursday, are 
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voth among the 35 signatory countries to the CSCE, 
which includes all of Europe plus the United States and 
Canada 

Austria, like other Western states, said Tuesday could 
not consider any immediate recognition of Slovenia or 
Croatia, the two Yugoslav republics that declared inde- 
pendence Tuesday. since “many conditions for sover- 
cignty™ had not been fulfilled by esther republic. 

U.S. President George Bush 'ate Wednesday called on 

Yugoslavs to sit down and discuss their differences and 
his spokesman said dismembering Yugoslavia could 
bring “tragic” results. 

EC Holds Intensive Talks 
11 2806052291 Paris AFP in Enelish 0048 GMT 

28 Jun 91 

[Graham Brown report} 

[Text] Luxembourg, June 28 (AFP)}—European Commu- 
nity (EC) leaders were due to hold intensive talks here 
Friday on how to defuse the escalating crisis in Yugo- 
slavia, diplomats said. At a late-night briefing hours 
before the start of a two-day EC leadership summit, a 
British government source said: “We do not want to sit 
around here while Yugoslavia burns.” 

Diplomats said the summit would consider whether to 
try direct mediation in Yugoslavia, or use the recently- 
created mechanisms of the 35-nation Conference for 
Security ant Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) for the 
peaceful settlement of disputes. 

On Thursday, Britssh Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd 
condemned the use of force by Yugoslav Government 
forces in Slovenia, which declared independence from 
the federation on Tuesday along with the Republic of 
Croatia. He was speaking after a miceting here of defence 
and foreign ministers of the nine EC countries com- 
prising the Western European Union (WEL), the only 
purely-Western European defence organisation. 

The WEU called on the Luxembourg presidency of the 
EC to invoke urgently the CSCE’s conflict resolution 
centre which was set up in Berlin last week. The Yugo- 
slav conflict would provide the first test of the CSCE's 
value in cooling down European flash-points. 

But a British diplomat noted that the current chairman- 
ship of the centre was held by Yugoslavia which, as the 

country involved in the crisis, would have to resign. He 
said that the country next in order to assume the chair- 

manship was Albania, which became the last European 
country to youn the CSCE last week and has ethnic 
problems of its own 

One diplomat said here: “We will be looking at CSCE 
mechanisms and whether it makes sense for the EC to 
use its own good offices (to mediate in Yugoslavia.” 



tw 

Italy and Austna have made scparate suggestions for 
mobilising the CSCE to act as mediators in the Vugoslay 
CTUSHS 

The diplomat said the EC armed at stopping bloodshed 

in Yugoslavia and “promoting the hope that a single 
political entity can be maintained in \ ugoslavia or that 
the parties can negotiate federal links.” 

Earlier thes week, Luxembourg Foresgn Minister Jacques 
Poos sand the EC would not recognise unilateral decla- 
rations of independence from Slovenia or Croatia. But 

Dutch Foren Minister Hans Van den Brock, whose 
country takes over the EC presidency on Monday. sand 
later that the EC would not support the Yugoslav ieder- 

ation “al any price” 

There have also been suggestrons from EC leaders that 
the Community should suspend aid to Yugoslavia if ut 
continued to use force against the secessionist republics 

Germany Seeks Freeze on Aid 

if 280009449) Paris AFP in Emelish O9IS GMI 
JS Jun 91 

[Text] Luxembourg, June 28 (AF P)—Heads of state and 

government from the 12 European Community (EC) 
nations on Friday began a two-day summit mecting 
likely to be dominated by Tuesday's secession of Slo- 
vena and Croatia trom VY ugosiasia and the subsequent 
fighting 

German Chancellor Helmut Kohl told journalists 

“When tanks take up stations. when people shoot and 
people are killed, u's evident that Europeans are con- 

cerned.” 

Diplomats sand the EC may decide to send a mission to 

Yugoslavia, or mmplement the aew “crisis mechanism” 
of the 35-natron Conference on Security and Coopera- 

tion un Europe (C SCE) 

Austnan Foreign Minister Alors Mock told a French 

radw station Friday that Vienna had been informed that 

the EC planned to launch “a CSCE procedure of a 

political nature that requires backing from 13 states” 

The CSCE procedure, agreed at a summit last week in 

Berlin, provides for a meeting of sensor ministers from 
the 38 members—Furopcean countries, the United States 

and Canada—if 12 countries back a request put by a 
13th. Austria has told the EC that ot “wall support thes 

procedure’ if EC leaders agree. Mr. Mock sand 

tinder another CSCE procedure, Vienna has already 

asked the Yugoslav federal government in Belgrade to 

account for “unusual military activity” within 48 hours 
calling tor a response by Saturday afternoon. Mr. Mock 

told RADIO) FRANCE INTERNATIONALE that “the 

efhicrency and credibility of the CSCE as going to be 
tested” 
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The German Foresygn Ministry meanwhile announced 
that Germany would ask the EC to freeze financial 

assisiance to Yugoslavia “until the situation has been 
clanfied™ 

The EC has agreed to iend Yugoslavia 73) million 
European Currency Units (ECU, 832 muithon dollars) 
until 1996. The protocol was signed on Monday, a day 
before Slovenia and Croatia declared independence. 

To Send ‘Mediating Mission’ 

10 280671209) Paris AFP in Enelish 11085 GMI 

28 Jun Yl 

[Text] Luxembourg, June 28 (AFP}—As violence esca- 
lated in Yugoslavia, European Community (EC) leaders 

agreed here Friday to send an immediate high-level 
mediating mission to the Balkan country, diplomats 
sand. They also agreed to trigger the conflict-resolution 
mechanisms of the 35-nation Conference for Security 
and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) 

A semor British Government official said the EC leaders 
had also decided to freeze aid to Yugoslavia, although 
diplomats said thes was contested by Italy 

The EC leaders and foreign ministers were mecting on 
the first day of a two-day summut here Friday. which was 
dominated by the Yugoslav crisis 

Ktahan Prime Minister Giulio Andreott: called for a 
three-month moratormum of the independence declara- 

tions of the break-away Yugoslav republics of Slovenia 
and Croatia, to give the EC time to seck a compromise. 
Backing the proposal, German Chancellor Helmut Kohl 

called for an end to the violence, for all troops to return 

to thew barracks. and for the respect of all minority 

rights in Yugoslavia 

The EC mission to Yugoslavia was to comprise the 
Community's diplomatic trouka-—the foreign ministers 

of Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands. One dip- 
lomat sand the troukka would have to be allowed full 
freedom to travel anywhere in Yugoslavia 

\ spokesman for Mr. Kohl said the ard which could be 
frozen by the EC amounted to about 920 millon dollars. 
The German chancellor told yournalists here: “Tanks are 

taking up position, there 1s shooting and people are 
gctting killed. It us clear Europeans are berng asked to 
at” 

Baltic Presidents Address Council of Europe 

112706162291 Helunks Suomen Viewsradio Network 

m binnih 1800 GUT O27 Jun 91 

{ Text] |Announcer] The Baltic republics are demanding 
that the Sovict Umon give up the path of violence and 
agree to consultations on the position of the countnes 

The presidents of the Baltee countries presented their 
views at the discussion of the Baltics by the Council of 
Furope im Helsinks Lithuaman President Vytautas 
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Landsbergis used the strongest language. observing that 
the Sovict Union has clearly adopted violent methods in 

the Baltes. Reporting from the Parhament House 
Juhani Lehtola 

[Lehtola] The Council of Europe's discussvon of the 
Baltics aroused controversy even before the Council of 

Europe's summer session started. It was reported carler 
that the Sovict Union would boycott the discussion, or 

the commutice hearing. as the official capression gocs 

But on the opening day. Tuesday. the leader of the Sovict 

delegation, Alcksey Yeliseves. announced that Sovict 
reprseniatives will take part on the hearing on the Baltx 
issuc, because, he sand. the question had aroused sw 

much interest. At the decision of the presidium of the 
Council of Europe. the first part of the Baltic hearing was 

an open occasion, the press was allowed to follow the 
opening speeches. After that the actual discussion was 

conducted behind closed doors. Before the commutice 
were the presidents of Estonia. Latvia. and Lithuama 

Arnold Ruutel. Anatolys Gorbunovs, and Vytautas 
Landsberg. Taking part in the Baltic discussion in 
addition to the members of the Council of Europe were 
guest or observer delegations from the former socialist 
countries of East Europe. the United States, and Canada 
All participants had an cqual mght to speak. In then 

speeches the Baltic presidents presented a survey of the 

present situation im the Baltics that emphasized thew 

countries histor mght to selt-determination and inde- 

pendence 

Evident im the speeches was a clear desire to achieve 
active participation im the operation of mternational 
organizations. Latvian President Gorbunovs observed 
that we are a part of Europe. and European questions 

must be discussed in pount forums. The Baltic questron rs 

an international gucsiton. emphasized Lithuanian Pres. 

Went Landsbergis. He used the strongest language. he 
deeply deplored the continuation of the violence and 
Stated that unfortunately it seems that the Soviet U non 

has chosen the path of violence. In Landsbergis’s view 
the international communits should look more critically 
than betore at Sovict actions on the Baltics. He believed 
that solutions will be reached by negotiations, step by 

siep 
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Besides the presidents. Russian representatives of the 

munonts populations of the Baltec republics were given a 

chance to speak. Thes critecized the inflexibility of the 

republics governments and insufficrent protection to 

guaranice thew minor, mghts. The leader of the Sovict 
parhamentary decicgation, Alckscy Yeliseves. acknowl. 

cdged the difficulty of the Baltsc questeon. In hes vicw 

however, it rs a fact that the Baltnc Countrnes are today a 
part of the Sovect Unron. He wished for patience trom 

the Baltics, and thes could awant what opportuniics are 

given them by. among other things. the ncw Union 

Treaty of the Sovect Unson. Veliseves admitted the 

violence but he did not know who was responsible for n 

Veliseyey sand. however, that the guilty oncs must be 
condemned. The Baltx discussion, so controversial 

betorchand. passed off at a very businessiike level 

According to sources at the mecting. the sides expressed 

their views on a realistic, sincere, and moderate tonc 

ROK trade Minister Meets EC Commissioner 

SA lH008 1 OU) Seow! DONILAP in Enelish 0049 GT 

Jun 9! 

[Text] Brussels. June 25 (YONHAP)}—South Korean 
Trade and Industry Minister Yi Pong-so sand Tucsday 

that the European Community's ambiguous regulations 
on antidumping duties were being musused as trade 

barners and demanded that the EC Commission clarity 

the rules and retram trom restrictions 

Yi. on talks with EC Competition Commissioner Leon 

Britton at the end of a tour of Creat Brotamn. Ireland and 

Belgium, sand Korea would take a positive attitudk 
toward intellectual property mehts negotiations, sched- 

uled tor September, to setile the msuc as soon as possible 

Korcan financial market opening was being carried oul 
slowly to avon! the possibility of monctary policy 

imcluding inflatron controls, berng badly affected by full 

market opening in a short time. he sand 

Yi explained the Korean positions on the same issucs to 
HC Voice Presedent Frans Andmessen on Monday 
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Unrest in Yugoslavia Affects Border Crossings 

Army, Police on Alert 

4U 2706181591 Vienna Oesterrench Enus Radiw Network 

in German 1600 GMT 27 Jun 9! 

[Robert Stopacher repo] 

[Text] All barracks of the Austrian Army im Styna and 
Carinthia have been on alert since midday. This involves 
24-hour service of all troops stationed in these provinces 
The soldvers, uncluding those domg basic military ser- 
vice, will have to stay om the barracks over the weekend 

as well. The Defense Ministry has ordered operation 
readiness 24 hours a day. 

A few minutes ago. a session of the so-called crisis 
management group at the Chancellor's Office has ended. 
Defense Minister Werner Fasslabend demonstrates 
calm 

[Begin Fasslabend recording] The situation 1s still quiet 
I think we should do everything possible to avoid causing 
insecurity on the other side, or take actions that might be 
seen as some kind of provocation. We will constantly 
analyze the situation on the other side of the border in a 
completely sober and critical way, and we will try to take 

appropriate measures. This means that we neither want 
to overreact or underreact. We want to purposefully take 
the measures that the situation may require. [end 
recording] 

The executive has also been alerted. The rural police in 
Carimthia and Styria must be ready for operations. A ban 
on vacations has been rssued which takes efiect imme- 
diately. According to the Intervor Ministry, technical and 
organizational preparations have been made for a pos- 
sible wave of refugees from Yugoslavia. The so-called 
crisis Management group of the Federal Government 
will convene daily for the time being. 

Seven Border Crossings Closed 

AL 2706170991 Vienna ORF Teletent in German 

1633 GMT 27 Jun 9! 

[Excerpt] The most important border crossings with 
Yugoslavia have been closed. A blockade of the crossings 
with Hungary and Italy by the Army appears likely. The 
following border crossings are affected: Spielfeld, Lourbi- 
pass, Karawankentunnel, Seebergsattel, Sicheldorf, Bon- 
isdorf, and Bleiburg. [passage omitted] 

Shots Fired at Seebergsattel 

402706171791 Vienna ORF Teletext in German 

1635 GMT 27 Jun 91 

[Excerpt] [passage omitted] Shots were fired at the 
Secbergsaticl border crossing today, where soldiers of the 
Yugoslav Army [JNA] fired shots at the customs house 
afier the Slovenes refused to leave the building The 
Austrian customs house was also damaged. In Jesenice 
near the Karawanken Tunnel, the JNA dropped 60 
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soldvers from combat helooptecrs. A shoot-out between 
the JNA and the Slovene Terrtonal Defense Forces 
followed 

INA Violates Airspace 

402706191991 Vienna ORF Televison Network 

m German i818 GMT 27 Jun 9! 

[Hemnch Eppier report} 

[Excerpt] At the Spielfeld border crossing, the most 
important crossing between Austrian and Yugoslavia, 
the situation has been dramatically exacerbated m the 
past three hours. The ram 1s pouring down. Cars from 
Slovenia passed occassionally until 1700. The drivers 
reported that it took them about three hours to drive 20 
km from Maribor to the border on hidden paths. Traffic 
came to a standstill at about 17). Al the same tume, the 
Yugoslav Army [JNA] set a deadline for the Slovene 
customs officials and the soldies of the Slovene Terri- 
torial Defense Forces to clear the border within 15 
minutes. At 18%) several helicopters of the JNA flew 
over the Slovene side of the border. At 1844 hours and 
again at 1850 hours two violations of Austrian airspace 

by three JNA heloopters took place. The helicopters flew 
over the Bubenberg mountain im Styria and then back to 
Yugoslavia. Shortly afterward shots were heard. No 
details are known at present. [passage omiticd]) 

Defense Minister Commen:. 

411 2806171559] lienna Ocesterreich bins Radw Network 

in German 1000 GMT 28 Jun 9! 

[Interview with Defense Minister Werner Fasslabend by 
Robert Stoppacher in Vienna on 28 June—recorded] 

[Text] [Announcer] The Yugoslav Peoples’ Army 
bombed not only the aurport mm Lyublana, but also the 

one in Maribor and also the Stynan-Slovene border 

checkpornt in Spielfeld. Austrian airspace was reportedly 
violated mm this operation. Thies was the reason why 
Robert Stoppacher interviewed Defense Minister 
Werner Fasslabend during a break in the congress of the 
Austrian People’s Party that os being held in Vienna's 
Hofburg 

{Stoppacher] Minister Fasslabend, about one hour ago, 
at 1115. three Yugoslav fighter bombers violated Aus- 
trian airspace. They entered Austrian airspace in the area 
of Strass and turned back agamm. Can you give us any 
details about this incident” 

|Fasslabend] Yes, this 1s correct. Three Yugoslav fighter 
bombers crossed about } to 4 km into Austrian airspace 
and, on their return, bombed the customs house at the 
border checkpornt. For us, thes means a serious violation 

of the border, which, of course, must entail appropriate 

measures. On the one hand. these measures involve a 
very serious diplomatic reactyon in the form of a formal 
protest and of summoning the SFRY ambassador to the 
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Foreign Ministry. In addition, | ordered Ausinan recon- 
narssance plancs to be moved to the border m increased 

numbers to make demonstration flights there— 
demonstration nights that are supposed to make ut clear 
to all units on the other side of the border that any 
further violation of Austrian airspace will be countered 
with all appropriate means. 

[Stoppacher] This means that Austrian fighter bombers 
will take off. Will the Austrian Draken interceptors also 

be used” 

[Fasslabend] Of course, the Austrian Saab-Draken inter- 
ceptors will also be used” 

[Stoppacher] Routine flights along the border in the area 
of southern Styna” 

[Fasslabend] Yes, we have not only planned flights, but 
we have also been watching the Ausinan-Yugoslay 

border by plane for some time. However. the number of 
reconnarssance flights 1s to be increased to make it clear 
that we are ready and willing, at all times. to do every- 
thing possibic, using all available means. to counter any 
kind of infringement of Austrian airspace. For us, thes 1s 
a possibility for a very serious violation of neutrality, 
and we will, therefore—in addition to the Ausinan 
interceptors—also send more troops from the tank 

destroyer units to southern Styria and will take further 
measures to stop any further violations of Austnan 
airspace. 

[Stoppacher] How many ground troops will be trans- 
fered” 

[Fasslabend] There will be several hundred members of 
special units, who will be transferred immediately, and 
another several hundred men will be transferred from 
other Austrian areas to the entire area that might be 
threatened or in danger 

[Stoppacher] Might there not be the danger that VY ugo- 
Slavia now considers Austria’s actions as a military 
provocation” 

[Fasslabend] | do not think so, because this 1s a situation 
in which restramt no longer seems appropriate. If Aus- 

trian territory 1s seriously violated, we must—and we are 
committed to that because of our neutrality —counter 
such a violation with all possibilities and means open to 
us. This we not only must do, but also will do 

[Stoppacher}] Thank you Minister Fasslabend 

‘Military Power Play’ Continues 

40 2806063791 Vienna Oesterreah Fins Radio Network 

in German OSG) GMT O8 Jun 9! 

[Martina Steiner report] 

[Text] In Carinthia all border checkpoints eth Slovenia 
have been closed since 2200 yesterday evening This 
means, at the moment no vehicle at all can enter Austra 

from Yugoslavia. Some drivers, above all Slovenes. have 
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however been able to cross the border to the south that 
are comrolied by the Slovene militia. These border 
checkpoints, however—namely the ones controlled by 
Slovenes—are becoming increasingiy few. 

Wurzenpass has been in the hands of the Yugoslav Army 
[JNA] since yesterday evening. The same goes for the 
highway border checkpoint Karawankentunnel and See- 
bergsaticl. The situation at Lorbipass 1s still unclear. 
There Austnan customs officials heard shots on the 
other side of the border during the night. A line-up of the 
JNA has also been notwed 

The situation at the Grablach border checkpoit ‘ear 
Bierburg has escalated again this morning. Already yes- 
terday. shoot-outs between the Slovene militia and the 
JNA took place there well into the might. Not only 
machine-guns were used, but also grenades. Even the 
Ausinian customs house was shot at. 

As | sand before, thes morning the military power play 
between militia and JNA has already started again. So 
far, 1 1s stoll unclear whether the JNA has been able to 
regain control of thes border checkpornt. 

[News announcer] As we have just learned, the border 
checkpomt at the Wurzenpass has been reopened just 
now 

Occasional Shots in Spielfeld 

10 2806065091 lienna Oesterreich Eins Radio Network 

im German 0500 GUT 28 Jun 91 

[Guenther Encic report] 

[Text] A war of nerves at the Stynan-Slovene border 
checkpomts—this 1s how one can summarize the events 
at the moment. After a quict night, occasonal shots were 
heard in Spielfeld around 0500. The Slovene militia are 
surrounded. (n the hulls to the left and the nght of the 
border checkpount 120 soldiers of the Yugoslav Army 
[JNA] are warteng on cach side 

Recently, two of the militia men turned up on the 
Austnan side to talk to Austnan officials. District 

Inspector Guenther Moser describes the mecting as 
follows 

[Begin Moser recording) The two officials were very 
calm, rather casual, and were proud that ut had been 

possible to conclude the Slovene agreement, that they 
now belong to the Slovene customs authorities. Then 
they told us about some events during the might. fend 
recording] 

At the moment the JNA ws about 3 to § km from the 

border The last of several road blocks put up by the 
Slovenes has held so far 

(in the Austnan side rural poloe forces have been 
concentrated. the Red Cross will arrive soon to care for 
the waiting travelers 
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hamiod over m Beigrade The caplanation must be 

proveded hy Saturday at the latest 

| was very happy to recene a telephone call from 

(rorman Detense Monester Genscher three hours ago He 

hold me that the mune foresgn menesters of the Western 
turopean lL mon met today and that the wee of the 
polrtacal emergency mechanrnm om tavor of the demex 

racees om ( roatea and Slowenss well fe drecusecd af the 

t vropean summil tomorroe. which ell be supported by 

Vesta These regicsents a comuderablc shift om the E« 
rersrtocen 

itoxchner] Mr Mock, thank you very much for vour 
“atements Later we will come back to the «swe of the 
(ME process | would tke to ash Minster Rupe! 
amviher qucstion (an vow stell hear me” 

Rupe!) Ves. | can 

|Hochner] Meneter Rupel. apart from the musatron of 

the (SCE process, whech draws attention to what « 

happening m your country and m your ncewghhorung 

oowntiry. Croatia, ehal other form of support can vou 
thenk of” Specific measures «fe probably also beng 

onmsedered Do you comuder a trade boycott. a boycott of 
diplomatic relabons. of a financial boycott agarmst the 
ventral goverament conceivable untel the troops return 

to thew barracks’ 

(Rupe!) (4 course, there are problems regarding vital 

wus, © to speak (Ff course——I cannot say the on 

itches mon—at course. there are posssbelities of support 

how ws. poletecally and coonomecally We are mm a stwatron 

m whech one needs as many rrends as posite | would 

whe to say that Sovema has always comsdered Austria a 

Ireemadly state and that relations with the foresgn monet 

have always been very fnendly He stated what | also 

heheve There are no conflicts betecen our countries 

The EC states adopted a tougher stance. however Ths 
hough powteon eas detromental jor us and untorty 

nately. wsetul for the centralet and moletarest corcles, as of 
were | would bke to add thal 1 6 very enportant for us 

to Comtenue the comnwnrcation betecen Slovema and 

\ustrea Its very emportant for us to communicate. and 
ts emportant for ws to leave the door open 

|Hochner] Mr Rupe! | would hike to ask vou two faal 

questions | ask you to reply brefly because we have 

proticms with the nes First, Slovene stated that the 

declaration of independence us a wep away from V ugo 

slavia. but the sea of a federathon was sot compictels 
abandoned at that pout Mas the sea of a federation 
ceed with the mulnary mtervention” lk the only pow 

™mihity for vou now—ehich would be logical—the path 

toward complete independence * 

Kupel] As long as soldiers and the INA os om the streets 
it rs not really be powublc to lve together and form a 
ftederatoon We have never before seen each brutality and 

revanchesm ft 1s outrageous that soenctheng lhe that can 
happen on Central Europe 

AL STRIA ’ 

[HMochner] Mr Rupel ict me as4 ou 2 femal gucstron Do 
you beheve that the JNA well allow your government to 

a) mh fSet, oF do vow themk that the INA muaght take 
contral of the capetal and of the tcles meron statron during 

the gaght. tor caampic” 

(Rupel] | cannot ile out that the grcrament m mm 

danger | do not televe however, that what vou 

dexribed will happen (ler mam task ms to organize 
normal life and stop thes micrvention 

i[Machner] Mir Rumel. thank vou very much for the 
micrvece | weeh vow all the heat on behalf of -‘ of ws 

Thank vow vers mach for your willie rnc + to COMME the 

vtudn 

(Rupe!) Thank yoo 

tS. CO Atttede loward SERV ( riticized 

it eed V! tena Al RIE R of Geormar 
; 
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“rau” commemary “Challenge to US 

[Teat) The attetude of the Ll auted Mates and the EX 
how ard V ugosias ia ehah « “held tagether only 

iank CoOmmunnm. m= wrong completely ero. in 

remarkatic biendness Bush Baker and also the EC are 
supportong a forced writ) that no longer has a chance 

Raker called on the reopens of ( roatea and Slowenu not 

to “preyedice dialogecs and a peacetul solutron ” This 
dialogue and thers sofutror hav hong taried Pov ause of the 

stubborn attitude of the ‘serman-dominatod central gov 

erament Deo the | aeted States and the £4) want to save 

4 mulvtary rogeme of old bolshev ek generals from hawt 

ruptcy with diplormatn coagnitron and loans 

Now Austra « challenged (9 the one hand. ec must 

ciplan tw the lL neted Miates and the FC thew en z 

avecwurnecnt on the ofther hand we must mrvolve the 

svte national metetuteoms (CS EC ounce of Eerone! 

LS. "Ignerance’ Viewed 

it S80R085 °C) Tiewna DIE PRESSE oe Germar 
"S Jun Vi w 

| Andreas | mterherger commentary “Ralkan. Bush and 

Raker | 

| Test) The drama m the Balkans sormctemmecs also has 

“urriows snteroeswom The latest appearance hy tS 

Secretary of State lames Raker was one of those Me 

hitters compluned ahout a lack of a sener of realam 

not on the Balkan poles of bes adbeemestroteen Pat of the 

V ugoslays hiow chose the Slowemesn Scola ool ( reunite 

are wo the realetees of the conflict need mot he epecsalls 

vireseed om these howrs What «a protiem however, 

the ignorance of the Amern ans. who are stell comudermng 

mensticonc on \ Ugosiaria s wets a6 the freee imgxertant 

clement of thew Balkan poln, meetead of makong ot clear 

wo Re igr ack that the wee of the meletary well lead to 

| 
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isolation. From Belgrade to Ljubljana everybody sees 

this aS support of Serbia's hegemonism. which has 

already established its regime of terror in Kosovo. One 
might have inquired about the effects of this regime in 
the past years 

Obviously, however, Baker and his President are of the 

opinion that they can impose their new world order— 
whatever that may be—without consideration for the 

peoples affected. The wrong assessment of the Kurdish 
issue 4 few months ago was a similar example. whoever 

looks back further into the past will find many more 

cxaraples in the 1918-19 penod, when, under violation 

of the—promised—right to self-determination, millions 
of Europeans were subjected to foreign nationalism. The 

Bush-Baker line has achieved a new quality in Europe's 

postwar policy: For the first tume the United States does 

not stand where the people who are calling for freedom 

Stand but on the side of the tanks. However. this sad 

realization does also give a bit of hope: Because it would 
not be the first time that a wrong assessment by the US 

FBIS-WEL -91-125 
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Administration had to be retracted under public pres- 

sure—see Kurdistan. Washington, however, cannot ect 

nd of the responsibility that Belgrade’s actions so tar 

have been caused by US. encouragement 

Truck Driver Injured by Serbs in Croatia 
if S806091591 Lienna AL RIER in German 

28 Jun 91 p 1s 

[WT report: “An Austrian Shot By Serbs” | 

[Excerpt] On Thursday [27 June] truck driver Kar 

Hanzi, 52. from Langenicbarn, Lower Austria. was shot 
in has truck by radical Serb civilians near Osiyek. castern 

Croatia, and was seriously injured. It 1s unclear why the 

group. members of the “Cetniks.” started firing on the 

truck. The Austrian Government has called on all Aus- 

tnans in Yugoslavia to return to Austria. [passage 

omitted] 
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Government Prepares To Deal With SFRY Crisis 

Crisis Staff Established 

1l 2806092491 Coloene Deutschlandtunk Network 
in German 0909 GMT 28 Jun 91 

[Text] In view of the recent developments in Yugoslavia, 
the Foreign Ministry in Bonn has set up a crises <taff. 

After a discusscon of the situation with Foreign Minister 
Genscher tt was stated today that the staffs mission 1s to 
deal with the security and the return of German citizens. 

As a result of road blockades and the shutting dowr of 

border checkpoints, numerous tourists are currently 

unable to leave Yugoslavia 

Genscher Urges CSCE Action 

LD2706190691 Hambure DPA in German 1744 GMI 

27 Jun 91 

[Text] Bonn (DPA)}—Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich 
Genscher has urged the Yugoslav Government to coop- 

erate constructively in setting into motion the CSCE 
crisis mechanism. The Foreign Ministry stated this 
evening that Genscher addressed his request to his 
Yugoslav counterpart, Budimir Loncar. The initiative to 
set into motion the recently uncreased CSCE regulations 
for crisis Management for the first time in Yugoslavia’s 
case 15 also the theme for the EC summit in Luxembourg 
tomorrow 

Crermany 1s currently chairing the coordinating group ot 

semor officials of CSCE member states. The Foreign 
Ministry 1s already preparing to set the crisis mechanism 

in motion 

Genscher also told his counterpart in Belgrade that he 

expects all use of force to be avoided to open the way to 

dialogue. his ministry said. Moreover, Serbia's blocking 
of the rotation in the office of the presidency, provided 
for by the Yugoslav Constitution, must end. Genscher is 

also mn contact with the Soviet and US. Governments 
over the Yugoslav crisis 

Meanwhile the Foreign Ministry has warned tourists 

about the armed clashes in Slovenia and Croatia. Diffi- 
culties tor travellers could, however, arise throughout 

Yugoslavia 

Officials Comment 

Hf 2061338291 Frankfurt/Main FRANAEFURTER 

WLGEMEINE in German 27 Jun YI p 2 

[°C.G” report: “Nobody in Bonn Is Currently Consid- 
ering the Recognition of Slovenia and Croatia”) 

[Text] Bonn, 26 June—For the time being the Federal 
Government has no intention to recognize Croatia and 

Slovenia as independent states. On 26 June the Foresgn 

Ministry on Bonn stressed that so far the conditions 

necessary under international law for such recognition 
are lacking Hence, that topic is not on the agenda 

GERMANY il 

Moreover, nevther Croatia nor Slovenia asked the Fed- 
eral Government to take such a step. The Federal Gov- 

ernment fully shares the other EC partners’ views thal 

were written down in a joint EC declaration in Luaecm- 

bourg lasi weekend. The Federal Cabinet reterred to a 

Bundestag resolution of last Wednesday and an EC 
appeal to “maintain the unity of Yugoslavia on the basis 
of democracy and respect for human and minority 

rights.” A peacetul and lasting solution 1s to be sought in 

negotiations and not through unilateral actions. The 
government made an urgent appeal to the central gov- 

ermment in Belgrade and the republics to reach an 

agreement in talks on the reshaping of state structures 

and to guarantee the right to self-determination at the 

same time. The use of force in the process of challenging 

internal Yugoslay borders 1s not tolerable, 1 was stated 

Foreign Minister Genscher told the Cabinet that prior to 

the decision made in Croatia and Slovenia he had asked 
Yugoslav Foreign Minister Loncar in a telephone con- 

versation from Rome that Belgrade should not respond 
with force to the voting. whatever the result may be. The 

central government in Belgrade ought to contact the E¢ 
or interested member states before adopting any resolu- 

ions. On Wednesday, Genscher talked to Yugoslay 
envoy Trbojyevic in Bonn where he reaffirmed his 

appeals. Geenscher cxpressed the strong expectation “that 
the Yugoslav Federal Government as well as individual 

republics, such as Serbia, renounce any use of force.” 

Apart from the renunciation of force anc the guarantee 

for human and minority mghts, Bonn has called tor the 

respect of all principles of the Helsinki Final Act and the 

Paris “Charter for a new Europe.” including the nght to 

self-determination. Croatia and Slovenia’s decisions 

leave some room tor tinding a “responsible solution to 

the Yugoslav problems on the basis of negotiations.” The 
Federal Cabinet cxapressed “understanding” tor the 
Croats and Slovenes’ desire for the implementation of 

the minority nights 

The FRG: has a general consulate in Zagreb. So tar the 

mission has only been advised to supply reports but did 

not receive any other orders trom Bonn. If the situation 
were to deteriorate, sources in Bonn pomted to the 

possibility that the EC heads of state and government 

might make a decision at their meeting duc to open in 

Luxembourg on Friday. Yugoslavia’s desire tor associ- 

ated membership offers the EC a certain lever tor influ. 

ence. The West European Union, which has been con 
vened for talks in Luxembourg today. 1s also cxapected to 

deal with the devclopments in Yugoslavia 

The Christian Democratic U nvon [CO DU | made a clearer 

Statement mm favor of Croatia and Slovenia than the 
government. The deputy chairman of the Christian 

Democratic Unon/Christian Social Unron [(CDUVCSU] 

Bundestag group. Hornhues. referred to the Bundestag 
resolution that emphasized “that a new Yuposlay unity 

can only be the result of tree self-determination.” Horn 

hues descenbed it as “hardly understandable that the FE 
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contines uself to criticizing the Slovene and Croat inde- 
pendence declarations as a step toward the further desta- 
bilization of Yugoslavia.” Slovenia and Croatia have not 
blocked the possibility of cooperation between free and 
independent Yugoslav republics. All they did was to 
resist the Serb communists’ striving for supremacy, he 
said, and added: “Thus 1s exactly what finally the EC and 
the Federal Government should also do in clear terms, a 
diplomatic and economic blockade of Slovenia and 
(Croatia cannot be the last word.” The foreign policy 
spokesman of the CDU/CSU Bundestag group, Lamers. 
has called on the EC to respond resolutely to any threat 
of using force against Slovenia anc Croatia. The EC's 
credibility vs all the more at stake since 1 so far pursued 
4 talse policy and attempted to enforce Yugoslav unity 
and integrity by exerting economic and financial influ- 
ence. Sand Lamers: “Through us attitude, the EC 1s 
partly responsible for the mtransigent attitude of the 
Serb-dominated central government.” The EC must 
declare its support for the basic values of freedom, 
selt-determination, and nonviolence. It cannot be toler- 
ated that preserving the Yugoslav federation of states at 
any cost determines the EC's actions: “Now it 1s neces- 
sary to contribute to mternal peace in Yugoslavia by 
assuming a resolute attitude and responding construc- 
tively to the proposals and affirmations of the republics 

of Slovenia and Croatia concerning the creation of a 
Yugoslay contederation.” 

Hans-Jochen Vogel, chairman of the Social Democratic 
Party of Germany [SPD] Bundestag group, warned 
against mereasing the tension that has resulted from 
(roata and Slovenia's independence declarations and 
the announcements of the Belgrade central government 
\onvil war must he prevented, he said. Vogel warned the 
Yugoslay Federal Government against any Army inter- 

vention: “Croats and Slovenes must not be kept mn the 
Yugoslay allhance of states by force.” Like the other 
Yugoslay peoples, the Slovenes and Croats have a nght 

to selt-determination. Nevertheless, they must exercise 
this ght “with a sense of responsibility for peace mn their 

own country and in Europe and for the minorities who 
live on ther terntones.” The nght to self- determination 
sone thong, while using all possibilities for dialogue and 
negotiations with the central government and the other 
republics 1s another. Now the road must be paved toward 

4 peacetul transition to new coexrstence. The German 
(Crovernment and the EC should make it clear to Belgrade 

“that economic cooperation and aid for the Yugoslay 
confederation must not be misused for forcing the repub- 
lcs to Stay within the confederation.” Acts of violence. 
irrespective of which side carnes them out, will invari- 
ably lead to strong reactions by the community of 
peoples. It will be crucial tor developments “that democ- 

racy prevail everywhere and that human and minority 
rights are guaranteed.” 

Soviet Threats To Halt Withdrawal ‘Unauthorized’ 

If OSO067T08997 Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 
mn German 28 Jun 91 p 2 

[cas report “Unauthorized Actions by the Soviet 
Military] 
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[Text] On 28 June the Federal Government reacted with 

marked calmness to differences in opinion with Sovict 
gencrals on the pace of the withdrawal of their soldiers 
from eastern Germany. The government will not allow 
itself to be irritated by the new “disruptive fire” and the 
obvious “solo performance” of the military, government 
circles in Bonn stated. Moreover, the Moscow govern- 
ment iself is very anxious to ensure that the approx. 

mately 320,000 remaining men of the Armed Forces are 
withdrawn according to schedule by the end of 1994 

The previous might the Sovici Ambassador to Bonn. 
Viadislay Terekhov, was summoned to the Foreign Min- 
istry and urged to abide by the treaty. It was obviously 

only then that Terekhov learned about the letter that the 

Supreme Commander of the Soviet Western Group. 

General Burlakov, had sent to the German liaison officer 
General Foertsch on Monday. The letter and 4 publi 

statement made by the Soviet Western Group on 

Wednesday had caused indignation in Bonn and led to 
the ambassador being summoned. According to that 
letter. the Soviet Army wants to slow down the troop 

withdrawal. Moreover, 1 1s considering halting the with- 
drawal temporarily “if the special program for the con. 

struction of civilian homes 1s not fulfilled, and thus there 
are no apartments for the returning officers and ther 
families.” 

In Bonn’s view such statements are all the more incom 
prehensible in view of the fact that the withdrawal has so 

far been carned out smoothly. The Soviets are even 

ahead of their schedule, ut was stated: Some 98,000 
soldiers are scheduled to return to the USSR this year 

$0,000 of whom had already left the new laender by 24 

June. The Economics Ministry has stated that the first 

apartments will be completed by the end of the year. The 

Federal Government has said 11 1s ready to build 46,000 
so-called housing units, for which it 1s providing 74 

billion marks. A Foreign Ministry spokesman added that 
the beginning of the housing construction program— 
which has been delaved as a result of controversies over 

orders for German companies—cannot be Iegally. but 

only politically—if at all—tnked to the withdrawal 

agreement between the two governments 

By making calm statements, the government in Bonn 
obviously wanted to prevent tension in its relationship 

with the government mn Moscow. This 1s probably why 

political circles again recailed the recent visit of Foreign 

Minister Aleksandr Bessmertnykh and the prevailing 

circumstances. Shortly before Bessmertnykh’s arrival, 1 
was learned that the USSR still has nuclear arms in 
depots in eastern Germany. Thes fact, which was obvi 

ously also a surprise (or Bessmerinykh, was commented 

on by Bessmertnyvkh with the assurance that relations 

between Bonn and Moscow must not be allowed to 

suffer 

Meanwhile. sources mn Bonn also see a connection 

between General Burlakov’'s letter and a surprise visit by 

Soviet Deputy Defense Moinister General Kochinoy to 

the Western Group last werk. Among other things. the 
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deputy minister 1s also responsible for soldiers’ housing 

the Foreign Munustry protested against his visit to the 
Wismar region during a telephone conversation with the 
Soviet envoy in Bonn, because Kochinoy had come to 
eastern Germany (just like Defense Minister Marshal 
Yazov in March) without informing the Federal Govern- 
ment. Thus, he formally violated German sovereignty 

RAF Reportedly Plans To Assassinate W aige! 

102806115091 Hambure DIE WELT in German 

2S Jun Vi pl 

{LU nattnbuted report: “RAF Plans Assassination of Wap- 

gel” 

| Text] Bonn—The FRG Government has received intor- 
mation from Red Army Faction [RAF] sources that has 
caused the utmost alarm. According to information 
available to DIE WELT, FRG Justice Minister Klaus 
Kinkel brnefed the FRG Cabinet on Wednesday [26 
June] that the RAF plans to kill FRG Finance Monister 
Theo Waigel. Information from RAF sources indicate 
that such an attack against the FRG finance minister rs 
planned “before the end of July” In addition. the 
terrorists give Horst Koehler, state secretary in the FRG 
Finance Ministry, and State Secretary Dicter Kastrup ot 

the Foreign Ministry as “targets.” 

The FRG justice minister expressed profound concern at 
the Cabinet meeting. During the Cabinet meeting Chan- 
cellor Helmut Kohl ordered more intensive personal 

protection and other security measures for Wage! and 
the two state secretaries. The special protective measures 
are also to be umplemented during trips abroad by the 
persons in dangcr. According to information obtained by 
DIE WELT, FRG Finance Minister Wage! was warned 
against attending public rallies or making private trips 

with his family. Yesterday it was sand that Waige! has 
meanwhile cancelled all corresponding appointments In 
addition, security measures were stepped up in his home 

town of Oberrohr 

The security authorities have, for the first time. appar- 

ently received information from the area of the so-called 

RAF “command echelon.” The route the information 
took before it reached the FRG justice minister rs 
unknown. In any case, the information was about a plan 
to assassinate Wangel, Koehler, and Kastrup. “even 
though it ss difficult to get to Wargel” However. the 
attack 1s to take place “in July” According to informa. 
tion obtained by DIE WELT, the FRG finance minister 
said at the Cabinet meeting that he 1s aware of the special 
risk. In the past Waigel has publicly opposed putting 
RAF prisoners together in groups. The information from 
the RAF sources, which the FRG Government has now 
received, rathonalizes an assassination attack against 
Waigel in particular because of his work for German 
unification, but also because of his role at the latest 
meeting in Washington of the finance ministers of the 
seven largest industrial countries. The RAF intormation 
also refers to financing of the Gulf war 
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State Secretanes Kastrup and Rochier have so tar been 

protected by policemen trom North Rhine-Westphalia 

it has become known. However, obviously there were 

problems when the two officials left FRG territory 

During the Cabinet meeting the chancellor rsucd clear 

orders 10 pul the two state secretanes under the protes 

tion of the Federal Office of Criminal Investigation 

RAF Dropouts Said Caught After Stasi Lips 

10 20610829) Berlin NEUE ZEILT on Gere 

Ww Jun ¥i pd 

[">NZ~ ADN report: “RAF Dropouts Caught Atier Stas: 
Tips’) 

{ Text) Berlin (°NZ” ADN}—Reportedls. Helmut V ong 
officer of the State Security Service [Stasi]. tor whom an 

arrest warrant has been rssucd. and his tormer superior 

Horst Franz gave the decisive tip-offs for the exposure of 
the 10 dropouts of the Red Army Faction [RAF|] whom 

thes had taken care of on the GIDR. This was claimed 

independently of cach other by very close colleagues om 

these staff officers trom the Main Department \NII 

(terrorism). Thes toid ADN that this was a “barter.” on 
which the reward of altogether SOO.000 German marks 

offered in the FRG was cashed and preferential treat 

ment by the investigating authorities was pushed 

through 

Colonel Franz, who headed the Main Department \ NH 
since 1985S and 1s said to have put himself in the hands of 

the Federal Intclhgence Service and the Federal O'ttice 

for the Protection of the Constitution. is living today 

undisturbed in his house near Berlin. Licutenant C olone! 
Vogt was the only one to escape. by means still 

unknown, when all other responsible members of the 

east German terronmst lobby were arrested because of 
active support for the RAF and anding and abetting 

murder atiempts at Easter 1991 

A man trom Voigt’s Subdepartment § who insists on 

anonymity referred to the many sears of “personal 

relations between Voigt and Abu Nidal and his most 

radical activists.” with whom he 1s apparently staying at 

present. “He also thinks that he 1s safe from RAP acts of 

revenge there.” He 1s coming forward with hrs intorma 
tron because he 1s afrand of the “unpredictatic sponta 

neous actions of the new RAF generation.” which might 
“hold” Voigt’s colleagues “hable” he sand Another 
former colleague. who also wants to remain anonymous 
reported that even after the change mm autumn |Ys9 

Voigt was vorcing morale-boosting slogans during ind: 
‘7 vidual talks with the RAF people “Evervthing wil! be al 

right again.” Voigt reportedly told Susanne Albrecht 

After she bricted him trom the Soviet Union shortly 

before the currency unron on when she would return to 

Berlin to change moneys, German-CGrerman authorities 
mmediatcly caught her According to the man, it would 

definitely not have been possible to expose all 10 RAT 
pensioners, who were strictly rolated from cach other 
by the “professional work of the responsible specialists 
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as claamed by GDR Interior Minister Peter-Michacl 

Diestel at that time. According to current information, al 
that teme Franz and Voigt handed the Stasi's RAF files 
over to the controversial GDR intenor minister, in order 
to give the matter “an official air” (informer). Diestel, 

tor hes part, passed the secret material on to the Federal 

Office of Criminal Investigation and the Federal Office 
for the Protection of the Constitution, circumventing the 

People’s Chamber and thus “without a legal basis.” as he 

now had to admit. 

RAF Contacts With GDR Civil Rights Movement 

11 2706135591 Berlin BERLINER ZEITUNG 

in German 26 Jun Yl pl 

[eb™ report: “Dieste: Terrorsts Had Contacts With 
Civil Rights Movements” } 

| Text] Potsdam—The international terrorist scene even 

had contacts “in top circles of the GDR civil mghts 
movement.” This was stated yesterday by Peter-Michael 

Diestel, chairman of the Christian Democratic Union 
| DU] Group in the Brandenburg Landtag and interior 
minister of the former GDR, in front of yournalists. He 
has telt threatened since the time when he gave the 

Federal Intelligence Service clues to international ter- 
rorsm. “At that time | handed over the Red Army 

Faction [RAF] files, but also many more things.” On his 
own imitative, he handed over suitcases full of “opera- 

tive events” to the “nght addresses” in the FRG “trom 
May to 3 October.” He chose this “unpopular and 
Strange” way although the legal bases were missing 

however, this does not automatically constitute an 
unlawtul act, he said. 

No Preparations for New RAF Hunger Strike Seen 

16 2°06143491 Hambure DIE WELT in German 

dun Ips 

| breu./gue.” report: “Laender React Calmly To RAF] 

[Excerpt] Duesseldort/Stutigart—The judicial authori- 
ties of North Rhine-Westphalia and Baden- 

Wuerttemberg. where most of the convicted Red Army 
Faction [RAF] terrorists serve their prison terms. are 

“not alarmed” about the recent self-incriminating letter. 

which was probably written by the RAF command level 
Yesterday [26 June], the spokesmen of Justice Minister 
Rolf Krunvsiek (Social Democratic Party of Germany) in 
Duesseldorf and Helmut Ohnewald (Christian Demo. 
-ratic Umon) told DIE WELT that in the prisons there 

“are not any signs” for the preparation of a new hunger 
strike, which was mentioned im the letter that was 

Stamped on Karlsruhe. The letter, which was sent to a 

Bonn-based news agency, and which bore the five- 
pomted star used by the RAF, was regarded as authent« 
by the Federal Public Prosecutor, while yesterday the 
Justice Monestry on Stuttgart rassed its doubts. Both the 
Justice Ministry and the Interror Ministry refused to 

comment on the RAF letter yesterday. [passage omiticd] 
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NATO Commander Galvin Speaks on “New Strategy 

LD2606185 391 Berlin ADN in German 1719 GMI 

6 Jun Yl 

[Text] Hamburg (ADN)—NATO's Supreme Allied 

Commander in Europe, General John R. Galvin, who rs 
also commander-in-chiet of US. forces in Europe. today 

spoke at the Bundeswehr’s Leadership Academy in 

Hamburg on strategic defensive planning regarding 

NATO's new strategy. He explained the consequences 

for Europe arising from these plans by the defensive 

alliance to lecturers and participants in gencral stat! 

raining 

Galvin earlier talked to the press about topical problems 

Whoever asked if NATO still had a function after the 

collapse of the Warsaw Pact showed that his “mulitary- 
political thinking still corresponds to the ideas of the 

Cold War”. The states of the former Warsaw Pact were 

today no longer regarded as enemics but as possible 

partners, in the military field too. In view of European 

and worldwide hotspots, however, a stable military all) 

ance such as NATQO. which guaranteed security 

remained of great importance. The unpredictable devel- 

opments in Eastern Europe and the USSR were above all 

a cause of concern to the general. 

Asked about the latest developments in Yugoslavia 
Galvin stated that NATO would not intervene 

Referring to disarmament in Europe, Galvin said that ut 
was remarkable. However, people should not reckon 
with the reduction in NATO mulitary forces bringing its 
members savines in the medium term. On the relation. 
ship between NATO and the Western European Union 

he stated that for him both were “foundation stones of 

European security” 

Joint Study of Digital Networks Planned 

OW DS80618 27191 Lohkvo AVODO in Enelish 1446 GM! 

2S Jun ¥l 

[Text] Bonn, June 25 KYODO—Japan and Germany 
agreed Tuesday to launch a yount study of the integrated 

service and digital network (ISDN) and mobile digital 

network, Japanese officials said 

The agreement was reached in a mecting between Japa 

nese Posts and Telecommunications Minister Katsut- 

sugu Sekiva and his Grerman counterpart: Christian 

Schwarz-Schilling 

Sckiyva, now visiting Germany, proposed in the meeting 

the two nations promote exchanges of information tor 

standardizing the wider-band ISDN which offers tele 

phone, facsimile, and data communications services in 

an image-orrented single digital network. the officials 

said 

Based on the agreement, the two nations wall exchang 

relevant government staff for about two months every 

year for yount studies 
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Sekiya also asked the German minister for support al a 
mecting of the International Telecommunication Union 
im Kyoto in the fall of 1994, the officials said. 

The two nations wall hold the first round of regular 
communications talks in Bonn on Wednesday to discuss 

these matters, the officials said 

Industry Disappointed at Minor Chinese Orders 

tl 2600104991 Duesseldort HANDELSBLATI 
in German 26 Jun ¥1 p 3 

[Chrisioph Rabe report: “The German Economy Was 
Lett Almost Empty-Handed”™ | 

[Text] Cologne—A Chinese delegation 1s traveling 

through Europe with a bulging wallet. Machinery and 
plants valued at $1.5 billion are on their shopping list 
But the German economy will hardly participate in the 

dollar boon. With $140 million. only a small part of the 
orders talls to ut 

The numerous representatives of the enterprises active 

in deals with China who had traveled to meet with the 

Eastern Committee of the Germany Economy in 
( ologne made long faces when the head of the top-level 
Chinese shopping delegation, former Deputy Foreign 
Trade Minister Wer Yurmung, read the plain facts: China 
will invest more than $1 bilhon om the purchase of 

petrochemical plants in Europe, $200 million in 
machine-building, $77 millon im steel products, 48 
million in tertilizers, and $86 million in synthetic fibers 
But the German cconomy will get only a small number of 
all these orders 

It 1s true that Chinese shopping groups were also in the 

FRG in May and June. Compared to the orders placed 

with Spanish and British companies—with $500 million 
and $400 million respectively. they get the hon’s share— 
the orders placed with German companies appear to be 
only pocket money: For example, facilities for locomo- 

tive wheels, digital switchboard plants, ship engines. 
trucks, and spare boards are ordered. All this amounts to 

less than 10 percent of the total volume 

In Cologne the representatives of the caport economy 

asked themselves in consternation how it 1s possible that 

the FRG. which still transacted more than halt of the 
EC's total trade with China in 1988. has suddenly 
become such a crass outsider. Heinrich Werss, chairman 
of the China working group of the Eastern Commitice 
and president of the Federation of German Industries 

| B11) told the Chinese delegation with unusual openness 
that he assumes that the German cconomy ts being 

“punished” for the sanctions imposed by the German 

Bundestag after the massacre in Tiananmen Square in 
June 1989. The blocking of Hermes guaranices [for 
exports} has still not been completely rescinded 

According to Werss, the German industry ts hand- 

capped by it. that 1s. more than others 

GERMANY is 

While Amnesty Iniernational called for the observation 

of human mghts m China in front of the BDI entrance 
former minister Wes resected the suspicion of a punitive 
acuion. He pointed out China's lack of foreign exchange 
But his audsence was not convinced by his assertion that 
the European competitors had made the running because 

of mixed state-private financing, all the more so since 
Wei referred to “obstacles m bilateral relations” im a 
Sybilline way. As a rule, the German cconomy at least 

achieved its leading position in the trade with China 
without credit arrangements with favorable interest 
raics 

The BDI president commented on the consequences in 
an interview for HANDELSBLATT: “We must now 
point out how far we have fallen behind. Although we 
comply with the political orders, we disapprove of the 
fact that the blocking of Hermes guarantees was not 
rescinded in line wath the measures of our competitors 

Thus, the German economy does not have the same 
status. How are we supposed to achieve a uniform 

European single market if we are downgraded in such 
cases” 

The changes are indeed considerable. In 199) the 
German cconomy had to suffer mayor setbacks in its 
exports to China. In contrast to this, France and Great 

Britain were able to catch up. While Chinese exports 

promoted by lively mmport activities of German entre- 

preneurs, increased by 32 percent to 7.7 billion German 

marks [DM] last vear, German exports to China clearly 

decreased, which was also duc to Beiying’s economy 
course, With DM 3.9 billion, they were 16 percent lower 
than in the previous year. This trend was not reversed in 
the first three months of this vear because exports again 

decreased (by 24 percent to DM841 millon), while 
imports from China clearly increased (by $3 percent to 
DM2.9 bilhon) Werss: “We must now consider how 

German exports can be promoted.” 

The BDI president also sees a backlog demand regarding 
invesiments. German enterprises invested only one- 
cighth of the investments of the Japanese or American 

industry in China. With DMI billion, they accounted tor 

less than 1.5 percent of foreign investments in China 
Werss clearly admonished his colleagues to change this 
moongruity 

German indusiry wants to settle the apparent disgrun- 
tlement as soon as possible. In November the interrupted 
rhythm of the meetings of the jomnt cconomic comms. 

sion will be resumed in Beying. BDI President Werss 
announced that an cconomic delegation will travel to 
China in the autumn to discuss opportunitics tor 

improvements mm trade. Wei, head of the purchasing 

group, comforted hes German audience. He announced 
that China's umport low has been overcome. “The pros 
pects for trade with Europe are very promising.” Weil 

said. The only questron 1s whether this also applics to 
Creerman industry 
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Concern Felt About Neo-Nazis in New Laender 

1 O61 8091 Berlin BERLINER ZEIIUNG 

ndeerman 6 Jun Vil pd 

[DDP report: “Crermans Concerned About Neo-Nazis mn 
New Lacndet | 

itTeat] Almost half of the Germans om the new lacnder 
fear that the oncreasingly numcrous neo-Nazi groups will 

mermancntly establish themselves there Meanwhile 
catreme-nghtism os regarded as a great problem by S80 

percent of the citizens on the cast of the FRG. Thes ss the 

result of an oprmon poll of the Infas opmmon research 

mstitute Whale catreme-nghtism constituics a very great 
problem tor 41 percent of the peoples qucstioned im the 

new lacnder and a great problem tor 39 percent, only 17 

percent in the west thenk that nco-Nazism is a serous 
probiem 

* Racism, Brutality in Eastern Laender Studied 

VIGEOSOSBR Reviin BERLINER ZLIITU NG in German 

J Jun jin’ 

|Manan Kruceer article “Monstrous Structure of a Fitth 

bore | 

| Teat) Not a week goes by mn which there do not appear 
alarming news about deliberate aggressions against for- 

cygners in East Greermany. The attack on children from 

( hernoby! on Zittau, and knife assaults on Polish tourrsts 

im Ahibeck, are not only within the continuity of an 

epafemially spreading racist violence potential, but are 

also a worrnsome symptom of the fact that injured and 

dead people and demolished housing shelters have rather 

a Stimulating effect on the ambience of potential miscre- 
ants 

Partwularly hard hit are the refugees placed by the 

authorities on the eastern federal lacnder. Mostly without 

knowledge of the language and incapenenced in dealing 

with the local burcaucracy. they are casy prey for sundry 

discomuinations. “feanwhile, an iner-rerman fight 

movement of these asylum seekers +s underway The 

reasons for ut are, above all, the constant assaults on 

asylum shelters and a serous undersupply of social and 
medical care 

Insecurity \bout Future Prospects 

These facts rane more strongly the question about the 
real dimensions of racism and hostility toward foreigners 

in bast Germany. It becomes clear that i concerns not 
only the Ku-Kius-Alan mentality of the mght radical 

but also the concept iself of policy regarding 
forcgners and asylum 

MwMUETIC 

In a Study for the federal government, the Cologne 
Institute tor Social Research and Societal Analysis 

named three complexes of problems om particular as 
lor the senophota on the East. Above all, the > i. 

present coonomrc situation has led to unemployment 

and. tor part of the population to uncertainty with 
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regard to thew personal future prospects. Agaimst this 
background. foremgners are seen as competitors, from the 
tear for one’s own livelshood result defensive reactions. 
A further comple. of causes stems from the misguided 
policy practice of the SED [Socialist Unnty Party of 
Grermany | regime. vis-a-vis foreigners which showed not 
even the beginnings of an integration policy. And finally. 
it concerns the fact that xcnophobic West German 

Stereotypes were quickly adopted by the [East German] 
population. at cannot be ruled out that the mass media 

have also contributed to u 

The study warns explicitly that the higher level of 

hostility toward foremgners in the castern federal lacnder 
could well be transferred to the West. 

But the work of the Cologne social scientists leaves 
essential questions unanswered. The aspect of forced 
disinbutbon of asylum seekers played only an indirect 
and marginal role. And yet, 1 was clear from the begin- 
ning that very few East German communities were 
imfrastructurally and psychologically prepared to care 
humanely for the 20 percent of asylum seekers, allocated 
to them as a flat percentage rate of the number of asylum 
seckers to be accepted by the FRG. The fundamental 
criticism of governmental policy decisions, which would 

be fitting here, 1s completely ignored. And which “West 
German stereotypes” provide new fucl to xenophotia 
and racism on the ex-<GDR” Must one not make reference 
to the campaigns for the parhamentary clections and, 
last but not least, to the election of the Berlin House of 

Delegates. in which the “subject of foreigners” was 
unscrupulously abused as clection campaign ammuni- 

tion by politicians of various camps’? One must only 

remember Eberhard Diepgen who, with the slogan 
“security for Berlin.” declared the “large groups of 
begging gypsies” and “foreign youth gangs” to be the 
enemy 

And why does one speak only of the misguided approach 
of the SED policy to foreigners and suppress the fact that 

tens of thousands of ummuigrants and contract workers. 
having lived w the GDR for years, through unification 
lost therr mght, chartered since 1989, to vote in munic- 
ipal clections” Why are the autonomous beginnings in 

the arca of foreigner and refugee policy, developed aficr 
the fall of 1989. swept under ihe carpet without further 
ado” Why 1s no attention given to the responsibility of 
enterprises which employed foreign contractual workers 
and which, through sometimes drastic rents for rooming 
houses, drive many Vietnamese to make moncy on the 

black market” Also. not a word 1s said about actual 
breaches of the law and discriminations in the arca of 
contractual social unsurance benefits by local enterprises 

Danger Potentials for Democracy 

The role of police authorities 1s also ignored. On the one 
hand. the police embark on considerable activities when 

its a matter of catching Vietnamese dealing in ciga- 
rettes. But skonheads armed with iron bars are often let 
go after police investigation procedures, and when nght 
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radicals purposefully terrorize rooming houses. police 
and Federal Border Police often arrive too late on the 
scene. The fact that the state monopoly of force func- 
tons above all against the “aliens.” but dics on the vine 
when ut concerns the latters’ life and health, can be 
considered an essential clement of the ecxrsting hostility 
toward foreigners. 

The ummugrants living here, labor immigrants and refu- 
gces, are not only subject to the tripartite state pewer of 
bourgeors ongin and public opimon, but to an ever 
imcreasing cxtent they are also at the mercy of the 
monstrous structure of 2 fifth force of aggressions and 
discrpminations. But what will be the effects of the 
relative freedom from punishment for discriminations 
against the “alens,” expervenced daily, on the genera- 
tons growing up im the castern federal lacnder, what 
childhood patterns will shape them” 

It 1s tome to practice new public and political approaches 

to the problems of Germans and foreigners living side by 
side. Racism, exclusion, and expulsion harbor incalcu- 

lable danger potentials for democracy 

* Prior Knowledge of ‘La Belle’ Bombing Refuted 

VIGEO302A Berlin JUNGE WELT in German 
6 May 91 p 3 

\Interview with X.Y... former Ministry of State Security. 
MIS. officer for antiterrorist operations, regarding 
actions of his former office in Main Department X X11: 
place and date not given: “La Belle’ Is Not Our Doing” ] 

[Text] JJUNGE WELT] In advance of the bombing 
attack against the West Berlin discotheque La Belle on 5§ 
April 1986, the Sousi received knowledge of this action 
and Mielke and Honecker were informed. Where did this 
information come from anyway” 

|\.¥.] From the Palestinian sector through IM [unoffi- 
cial employees]. In this connection, it must be said that 

Arabs were carned as IM not only with us. They were 
carned as IM in other service units as well. They all 
wanted to have Arabs as IM. They almost prided them- 
selves on the fact that they could say: we have our Arabs 
too’ 

JJUNGE WELT] What did Honecker and Miclke do 
with thes tip” 

[\.¥.] 1. do not know 

JUNGE WELT] How accurate was the information” 
Did at involve the place, the time, the nature of the 

attack” 

|\.Y.] As far as I can remember, it was only alluded to 

Three or four objects were named 

[Jt NGE WELT] Is that not remarkabic. In the case of 
the bus story mm 1965, they moved heaven and carth., 

because the attack was supposed to take place in East 
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Berlin, but they remained calm with respect to the one in 
West Berlin. Did they not fear the consequences” 

[X.Y.] We did. And what was feared did happen—the 
so-called retaliation of the United States im the form of 
air attacks against Liisa. Beyond that, West Berlin sct up 
intensive entry checks and this ruined the opportunitics 
of the MfS [Ministry of State Security] and the Palestin- 
rans in West Beriin. 

[JUNGE WELT] How [did this] ruin them” After all. the 
border controls were later lifted. 

[X.¥.] When contacts and ties were put on we for only a 
few days, they sometimes ceased completely and caused 

harm when people depended upon them. Representa- 
tives of liberation movements throughout the world 
lived in West Berlin and 1 was important to maintain 
contacts. 

[JUNGE WELT] To what extent 1s the assumption 
justified that Western intelligence services were much 
more interested than the MfS in such an attack as that 
against La Belle. 

[X.Y.] When one looks at the results—you remember 
that the Americans bombed Tripoli with the declared 
objective of eliminating al-Qadhdhafi—one could make 
this assumption. No one has ever heard the recording of 
the supposed radio conversation between the People’s 
Office in East Berlin sad “spol, which provided the 
propagandistic basis for the anke of the US. Sixth Fleet 

It would not be the first tame in history that the intell- 
gence services created reasons for military actions. | 
merely remind you of 1983, when the Israch mntelligence 
service Mossad knew on deta: that fighters of the Holy 
islamic War would attack the headquarters of the Amer- 
ican and French in Lebanon. But Mossad left the victims 
in the Gerk in the hope that their revenge would be 
vehemeni. Such 1s the work of the intelligence services. It 
may well have been hike that in the case of La Belle 
especially since some Arabs worked as double agents 

[JUNGE WELT] But ut certainly cannot be ruled out that 
the MfS could have taken part” 

[X.Y.] If someone from the MfS had been involved in 
this matter, had known about it, or had been tasked with 

it, «t would have become too hot for any officer He 
would have had to assume that t would eventually be 

revealed. No one knew then that the GDR would ccase 

to exist in a few years. If that had become known, hx 
would have been convicted as a very dangerous criminal 
even in the GDR 

LJUNGE WELT] Provided that the order was not issucd 
from somewhere clse 

[X.Y.] lam convinced that there was no MES colleague 
who knew the specific details or supported the perpetra- 
tors in their intention. On the contrary, after the attack 
we received the order to find out who it was so as to 
initiate Our measures in the event that the terrors or 
terrorists were located in the territory of the GDR 
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JJUNGE WELT] Naturally that could also have taken 
place with the intention of determining how well or how 

badly one’s own tracks were covered” 

[X.Y] Naturally. From today's point of view, one cannot 

rule oul the possibility that someone from the MfS was 

imvolved in ut. But to mys knowledge thal was umpossible 

Everything had to be coordimated and no one did anv- 

thing on his own. There had to be a concept for every 

halfway significant matter and confirmation had to be 

obtained trom above. Explosive matters were always 

approved at the very top. If La Belle had been arranged 

through us. that would have been notwed and u would 

not have crossed just one desk 

JUNGE WELT] The most convincing argument 5 that 

one did not want to cut off the lumb that he hemsclf was 

silting on 

[N.Y] So at ss. It os demonstrable that we always pre- 
vailed upon the Palestinians not to do anything in the 

territory of the FRG and West Berlin, because that 

would only harm us. This was also based on the under- 
Standing that this territory was the operational arca of 
the MitS 

{Jt NG 

plac ~ 

WELT] So unification had already taken 

IX \ Ina sense. ves. The MfS viewed the other German 

State as its Operational arca and prohibited others from 

taking action there. When. tor example. liberation move- 

ments did not adhere to this. those mvolved were 

brought to account. They disrupted M&S circles. On the 
other hand. we had counticss spies in prominent posi- 

tions there. It one of them had been uncovered 1 a plot 

we would have had to accept an irreplaceable loss. So the 
Palestimans and others with such plans were strictly 

forbidden from undertaking actions 

[JU NGE WELT] So can ut be asserted that on the basis 
of thes action of the MfS the FRG and West Berlin were 

objectively spared some things. even though the motives 

were not necessanly humanc’ 

[N.¥.}) That can not only be asserted but it 1s so 

JJUNGE WELT] Today how do you assess the dangers 
of attacks in Crermanys” 

[N.Y] After the revolution. a security vacuum devel 
oped tor about a year om the former GDR. The respon 

sible security forces had no cxaperence m preventive 
antiterrorism operations There were no longer any pos 

Sidslitics to obtain timely information on planned activ- 

ites with respect to logestics. | assume that during this 

time terrormst forces have set up ther bases in East 

Crermanys. which wall be used when needed 

lam thinking. for example. of the fundamentalist Hamas 
Movement The VifS had information that Hamas had 

set up bases in the old FRG. It is very probable that 
preci ly thes movement used the vear 1490 to devclop 

its bases on Fast Crermany 
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But in reality thes vacuum developed as carly as 1988. 
when the main tasks of the MfS were onenied in the 

direction of the imternal opposition and deficiencies 
thereby arose in the claboration of aspects relevant to 

securmty. There 1s a danger of terrors! attacks in Ger- 
many. To the extent that the problem of Palestine 1s not 

resolved peaceably with the partecupation of the PLO 
[Palestine Liberation Organization]. the militant forces 

will again gain the upper hand and hence there will also 

be attacks in Germany 

* New Helmsmen at Bundesbank Characterized 

VIGEOL9OA Duesseldort WIRTSCHAFISUOCHI 

m German 24 Vay Yl pp 22 24 

[Article by Karen Heemann and Martin Kessler “Put- 
ting on the Brakes: The Policies of Poehl's Successors” ] 

[Text] Karl Schiller 1s not worrned about the future of 
(sermany's monctary policy The tormer muinrisicr of 

cconomics and finance acknowledges that the two can- 

didates to succeed Bundesbank President Karl Otto 

Pochi have “a firm hand.” In the past. both current 

Bundesbank Vice President Helmut Schlesinger and 

Board Member Hans Tictmever have “provided suffi 

crent evidence that thes will continue Pochl!’s policy of 

monctary stability even more vigorously.” he added 

Schiller must know. He met Tictmever when the latter 

was in charge of the Policy Division of the Ministry of 

Economics. And Schiller signed the document that made 
it possible for Schlesinger to become a member of the 

Bundesbank board of directors mn 19°72. Thies 1s why the 
two potential Poch! successors were among the mos 

prominent well-wishers at the Sth berthday of the 

former superminister last week 

The Federal Government. which nominates the new 

chict of the Bundesbank in Frankfurt. plans tor the then 

6°-year-old Schlesinger to take Poeh!’s place at the end 

of October. Tictmever, who. as Kohl's confidant. has 

played a decisive role im organizing international cco- 

nomic summits and (>-” meetongs. will take over in the 

fall of 1993. The Bundesbank Law requires that the 

president and members of the board to be appornted tor 

“a minsmum of two vecars Hence. this 1 how long 

Schlesinger would have to stay By then. current offiwe 

holder Poch! will have worked clsewhere tor a long 

time—for instance. the European section of the Amer 

Kan investment house of Solomon Brothers 1s under 

discussion 

A lot of work 1s awarting hes successors Abroad. the 

Americans are pushing for lower interest rates. al home 
inflation. fucled by wage agreements too high to match 

productivity gains. 1s clearly heateng up. The unanimous 
prognosis by business-<cycle caperts is four percent for 

the remainder of this vcar 

But the monctary authority 1s 1m turmor! as well Many 

are worned about the prospect of gctiing a new chict 
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named Schicsinger. As the long-standing bank admuinis- 

trator tor estabisshing monctary policy. he has formed 
tor homselt an almost fixed opimon on what 1s mght and 
what «s wrong In partecular, the Poch! deputy 1s jcal- 

ously holding on to such partly outmoded monctarn 
instruments as Minimum reserve requirements and lom- 

bard rates [rates tor collateral loans] 

Schiesinger’s sometimes rather stubborn demeanor 1s 

not cxactly an mmvitathion to mmaginative cconomusts and 
banking caperts. Already today. the Bundesbank has 
serious personnel problems 

However, there « no dou that. outside the hank 

Schlesinger would be highly welcomed as the Bundes- 
hank president. He 1s the best guarantor of making sure 
that the value of the German mark docs not decline any 

turther Not too long ago. Poch!'s deputy stated mm public 

that the Bundesbank would do everything “to stay below 
the tour-percent inflaton forecast.” 

However, thes would mean—and almost all financial 
experts agree—another increase in the prime rate around 
the maddie of the vear. Fine-tuning the moncy supply by 
purchasing securitics linked to reselling agreements will 

remain a very lomited option 

Regardless of the high interest rates. banks already have 
heen oversubscribing more than tentold every rssuc of 
central bank moncy 

Schiesonger os also unyickding im hes position on the 
European Monetary Unon. “He vs the big brakeman and 

comvderably tougher than Pochl.” says Rolf C acsar 

coonomecs professor at the Ruhr University in Bochum 
Although Poeh!'s presumed successor has come to realize 

that there os mo stopping the tran mm the direction of a 
monetary wneon, he persistent and stern om his warn- 

ings against cconomic problems. Alluding to the 
unpleasant consequences of the German monctary 

umon, Schlesenger beleves that “we GCrermans just 

cannot attord a scoond precipitate birth ~ 

In additron. the monetary cxapert suspects that those E¢ 
members. who are enwelling to stabilize. want to use the 

monetary unron “to cure ther enormous domestic prob- 

lems on the backs o° other countnes” The southern 

turopeans and Britwh. he says. would welcome a 
medium-hard European currency and inflation rates that 

are lower those than at home. but higher than im the 
Satlity-comscrous countries But thes ms cxacth what 

Schlesinger seeks to prevent. The guardian of the 
(rerman currency will strengthen that faction of the 

Bundesbank © ouncil—the highest decrssonmaking body 
wt the Frankfurt monetary authority—where the mort 

extreme sceptics of a unitary EC currency are assembled 

Besides Schlesonger. the high-powered members of this 

group are Board Member Onmar Issuing. Central Bank 
Presdent Norbert Kloten (Baden-Wuerttemberg). and 

Noctling (Hamburg) Wilhelm As recently as last 
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October, Issing. who teaches coonomns at Wucrzburg 
University, replaced the pro-European Claus Kochiecr 
on the board 

Hans Tictmeyer. whose responsibility at the Bundesbank 
iS mmicrnational monctary policy. takes a much more 

positive attstude toward plans for a unitary European 
currency than Schiesinger 

Kohl's smooth “mountain guide” [Tictmeyer] at mter- 
national cconomx summits worked for many years mm 

the Monctary Affairs Commiutice of the EC Commussson 

and enjoys the reputation there as a “flevible advocate of 
the German position” Also. the detail-obsessed former 
State secretary in the Finance Ministry 1s on extremely 

good terms with EC Commission President Jacques 
Delors who, with hrs parnstaking scrutiny of documents. 
1s more like him than the incumbent head of the Bundes- 
bank 

Unhke Schlesinger, the former chict theoretician of the 
Ministry of Economics and coauthor of the Lambsdort! 
Turnabout Paper of 1982 1s bubbling over with ideas on 
how to bring the European Monctary U mon to frurtion 
As far back as 1979. as a staff member of the Economics 
Ministry. he participated im developing the European 
Monctary System (EWS) which, at that time, had been 
launched by Federal Chancellor Helmut Schmidt and 

French President Valery Goscard d Estaing 

Currently. the monctary capert of the board «s drafting 

recommendations on how to make the ECU [European 
Currency Unit] the common currency unit of Europe 
Tictmeyer wants “the proportion of hard currencies in 
the ECU basket to grow” whenever an additional 
exchange-rate adjustment im the EWS 1s made. Thies way 
the ECL) would never lose its value against the stable 
currencies, he notes 

The European currency which, as a result, will turn into 
a harder currency. could become. im the foresecabic 
future, the “yount currency for the hard core the rest of 

the EC marmntains the Bundeshank president designate 
Should hes plan be successful, Hans Tictmeyer would go 
down on history not only as the organizer of the Grerman 
monctary umon, but also as the architect of a unified 

European currency 

* Unification Debt Estimated D100 Billion 

VIP 0392 4 Frandturt/Main FRANEURTER 

ILLGE MEINE in German 2S Jun 91 pis 

[DPA article “DM 400 Bilhon Indebtedness Expected” | 

[Text] Bonn—Debis totalling at least WO billion 
German marks [DM] generated by the coonomy of the 
former GDR will accrue to the Federal Republic by the 
end of 1993. Thos was disclosed by the chairman of the 
Trust Agency budget subcommutice, Christian Neuling 
(CDU [Christian Democratic Union)), in the Bundestag 
on Monday in Bonn. By that date, interst obligations of 
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DMS0 bDilhon will have been accumulated by the foder- 
aliy controlied Trust Agency and an additional DMIDS 
tbilhon Dy the Federal Government Generating these 
interest OPligations arc primarily the national de of the 
tormer GDR and the de® encumbrances of enterprises 

located there. The increasing difficulty of umplementing 
privatization is expected to drive Trust Agency deficits. 
of more than DM2D0 bilhbon m 1991. to an cstemated 
DM90 bullhon by late 1993. Newlung stated. Newling also 
spoke of “substantial budget risks for the Federal Gov- 
erament. since the reallocation of the Creda Liguida- 

thon Fund slated for 1994 poses the lkelhood that the 

new lacnder will not be ablc to meet ther share. resulting 
m further encumbrances for the Federal Government 
The hquidation of burdens of thes magnitude will require 
“en the range of 10 to 20 years.” In calculating the dem 
oad. NO account was taken of enseronmental damage 
costs 

* Court Actions Stall Privatization Progress 

VIGEOSTIA Manat SLEDDELCTSCHE ZEITUNG 
im German 3 Jun Vi p 24 

[Andreas ("dag artxle “Privatizatron Sialls at the 
( ourthouse. Legal Actions Theart Efforts of Trustee 
Agency. Example of Karsdort Cement Works” | 

[Text] Berlon. 2 Jun—The Berlon Trustee Agency faces a 
flood of lawsuits. Already about 21) cases are currently 
argued im the courts Former owners feel that they were 

passed over during the reprivatizatron of thei proper- 

ties. With the help of provissonal regulateons and 
decrees, they are takong legal acthon against the Trustce 
Agency Investors are complamning about discrimination 
m the bedding process A legal clarification ws difficult 
and the legal position 1 often confusing Also. court 
jurisdictions have not vet been clearly estabinshed— 
whether a lawsuit should be handled by an admuinistra- 
tive or acrvel court: That « why the caperts demand that 

the Trustee Agency be freed to an even larger degree 
from “legal ballast ~ 

The legal situation 1s so comptes that Berlin's adminis. 
tratrs < Court pudges apparently) were unable to reach a 
clear<ut decrson. Instead. the menutes of the 24 January 
1991 mecting show only one cccommendation “In view 

of the legal wncertamntees for the partees involved and 

because of the lhelrhood that the legal dispute will have 
to be transterred. causeng still further delay. the court 

advises the partes mvolved to pursuc an amiable 
scttiement = Vet so far. the partes have not achieved any 

‘amocatlc agreement ~ The civil court on Berlin, which 1s 
now the competent authority. remains silent 

Stil, at ferst. evervthong seemed to go smoothly The 

Berlin Trustee Agency wanted to sell one of the largest 
cement producers in the former GDR. the Karsdort 
Cement Works (1.000 emplovees) Several micrested 

badders were ready—cventually last June. France's 

Latarge-( oppee-iroup got the contract. It has wgned a 
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management contract with the owner. the Trusice 

Agency. Later on. the ag-eement will be turned imto a 
purchase contract 

Danes Against French 

However, a former owner, Denmark's FLS Industries. » 
suing om court. The Danes were capropriated fy the 
Sovect Miltary Geovernment after World War Il 

According to the German Unification Treaty. thes. bie 
any party capropriated during the 1945-49 perm, have 
basically no legal clarm to the return of thew property 

Sut thes case es more complicated. The Soviets had put in 
Germans to admunisicr. as trustees. the strategically 
important cement works 

lt was not untel Cictober 1990 that a formal capropria. 

ton under the GDR Government took place Hence. the 
property was returned. was not’ Here agarn. the purists 

are unable to provede a clear answer Because. mm 98” 

the GDR and Demmart had signed an agreement settling 
all propert, clasms from that pernod m the past In lon 

with thes agreement. the Danwh state had recened a 
lump-sum setilement However, the lawvers at FLS 
Indusines are unwellong to accept that They port out 
that the companys rs represented in West Crermans hy a 

subuidiary. whech os now entitled to file a claum as the 
former owner 

The Karsdorf case by no means an rolated mnstan 
Trustee Agency efforts to privatize and repriyatize 
former GDR enterprises are increasingly thearted Mh 
legal disputes In the Trustee Agency ssclf. there 1s 
mounting concern that such sales whech. after tireless 

eflorts, had pust started to gct off the ground could come 
to a hah So far. about 1.600 enterprises have found a 

new owner 

More than 200) legal disputes are currentl, betore the 
courts (ver one hall are related to property clanms of 

former owners. In those cases, the neue rs the repre aty 

valon enterprises cxaproprated by the SED [Sociales 
Unity Party of Germany| regime The other half ar 
complaints by envestors who lost out when an enterprise 

was privatived They complamn to the Trustee Agency 

about discromenation during the bidding process and 
msist on legal clarification 

The Trustee Agency makes no bones about the fact that 
i wecatremels Complicated for the courts so handic such 

disputes. It starts with court purmdiction, whether na 
case for an admenrstrative of a civil lawsewrt “Al the 
moment. we have the unsatisfactory situatoon that both 

the admunsstrative and civil courts are shoving the cases 
hack and forth None wants to make a decrsson crit) 
cies a leading staff member of the Trustee Agency No 
wonder, since the legal structure of the Trustee Agency 
itself «sas vet not clearly defined From the structural 
pont of veew. the agency 1s an institution under pullin 

law. which means that. on principle, t would come under 

the purrdiction of the administrative court However 

wnce tt works om accordance with the entreprencural 

principles of a market coonomy. comes under the 
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jurisdiction of the conve court. Hence. because of the 

“androgynous positron” the sarous sudscial bodies 
have comsderable flewbulity om emterpreting the law 

The disputes themsecihves lead to more legally shaky 
errors 

The SPD [Social Democrat: Party]. which os now con- 
testing the Trustee Agency's announced sale of former 
SED newspapers. refers om ns acteon to a controversia 

paragraph of the Unificateon Treaty. There. 1 1s stated i 

Attachment I that the Trustee Agency well act as trustee 
tor polvcal party asscts and return them to ther former 

righttul owners. In absolutely valed arguments. the SPD 
pownts owt that « used to own at least some of the SED 

newspapers. However, the legal “nut” to be cracked sa 
difterent one. The Trustee Agency argues that the former 
SED newspapers had been natronalized prior to the 
lL orfxaton Treaty and that from that teme on. they — 

lke any other state-owned enterprise—had been owned 

ty the Trustee Agency. Thes claem that ther: sale to the 
West German publishing houses 1s therefore mdisput- 

atic 

Ihe |S) energy producer Bonnewell Pacifx and a 
Danish clectre power suppher are also fighting the 

Trusice Agency with no holds barred They accuse the 
agency of “drslovalty” towards the new federal lacnder 
Al msue 1s the clectre power supply contract negotiated 
with West Grerman energy supphers im 1990) Many 
experts already have cretized that the agreement violates 
the Constttuthon, because contradicts the German 

munkipal property law That law assures communitics 
and cies of ther own munscepal plants. The long. 
smmoldermg dispute about majority participation of cities 

and communities i municipal plants has now acquired 

an additonal dimenswon’ The Americans and Danes 
want to supply communally produced electrical power at 

a pree comuderably below that of the West Crerman 
cree, giants 

In hght of the threatening flood of lawsuits, «ns of 
central mportance mn the Trustee Agency's work to know 

how to settle disputes. preferably without time. 

consuming lawsurts: “We must provide more transpar. 
enmcs on our bed env itatrons about the firms that are up for 

privativahon All apphcants must be supphed with the 
seme information Clear deadlines must be set.” caperts 

of the Trustee Agency note 

Persuasive Ft atreprencerial Plan 

Meanwhile, the Trustee Agency has established several 

criteria specifying the general comdn,ons under which a 
former GDR enterprise will be sold The level of the 

sales price on no longer the only comsidcration Above all 
the investor must submit a convincing entreprencursal 

plan. and mndwate. for mmstance, the number of pots that 
can be saved However, 1 1s no comncedence that smaller 

mecdium-aze firms. on particular, keep complarning that 

then buds do not receive caretul cxamination In prac 

tee. the “derect were” to the Trustee Agency and its 
hoard of derectors plays a role as well 

a 
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* ‘Second Class Citizen’ Mood Still Prevalent 

VIGEUS NA Munch SULEDDEUTSCHE ZEIMIUNG 

im German ~ Jun Vino 

[Artate by Hz “Scoond Class Couzens Wath Hope tor 

the Future. U avted Geermans: Ditlering Views on Envs 

ronment. Emplowment. and Socsal Security ”] 

[Text] Berlen-— The coonomn and social growth paticrn 

m western and casicrn Gecrmanys sence unin aloon are as 

different trom cach other as the moods and capectatoons 
of the people here and over there. A survey of inquiries 

conducted ty the operon rescarch emstitutes Intas [fest 

tute for Apphed Social Scrences}|, Enuned [Institute tor 
Market. Ofprmeon. and Social Research). IPOS [research 

msttute, located m Mannhewm] and If) Allenshach 

[Institute for Demoscopy (pron Pollong)) on April and 
May and submuetted by the Federal Croverament’s Press 

and Information (fie m Berlin. confirms—roughly 

speaking—that. om ecncral. the castern Crermans are 
more skheptnal on thew assessment of the past and futurc 

than the western Grerrians In partecular the castern 
Csermans belovec that much too tittle has been done to 

create equal liweng condithoms, while the vicws of the 

western Cocrmans ie the complicte opposie 

Almost seven out of ten castern Crcrmans (65 percent) 

consider the current situation as trowhcsome. while onls 

four out of ten (42 percent) western Crcrmans accep thers 

view (Emoned) Also. almost one-therd (42 percent) of the 
cuizens om the mew castern lacnder are tregucntly of 

oocavonally longeng tor the good ofd GDR days, but om 

western Gecrmany. only about one-quarter of the poopic 

(23 percent) mourn, freguentl of occaswonally. the 

former ERs (intas) 

Thew proortees are also different: while mm castern Cret 

many. sactal security. fighting uncmployment. and the 

cTeatron of equal bing conditions enjoy top ranking. mm 

western Crormany. they are environmental protection 

followed ty social security and the fight against potlews 

ness. on the cast. env eronmental protection places sath 
and mn the west, the estabiishment of equal living cond: 
thoms (intas) Almost all castern Creormans—thal ms. 54 

peroent —perocenve themecihves om the united Grermany as 

scoond< lass citizens and only 14 percent as having cqual 
rights. on western Grermany. on the other hand, opmmwns 

are almost cqually divided on thes meue—S! versus 45 

percent (E mmed) 

Also most castern and western Crormans hold opposing 

vews On whether the Federal Ceoverament has dom 
enough to estabiesh equal living comdrtrons if the cast 

nearly coght owt of ten intervicwces ( ” § percent) saed 

that the Federal Cancroment had not don enough om 

the west, lews than three out of 10.727 } peroent—IPUWS) 

“The was confirmed hy mformatron that m cach case a 

god hall of the population beheves that the costs are tao 

high (S43 peroent of the western Crormans) of that actually 

more mons showkl he spent on nf 054 percent of the 

casviern Cocormans—t man) Sits peroent of the western 

Grermans, but only 45 percent of the castern Crermans 
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continue to be reduced. For the coordination and orga- 

nizational implementation of the joint action “Upswing 

East.” the “Labor Market East” body should be created 
which will examine regions to be considered and will 
submit proposals. Murmann presented a guideline with 

specimen agreements for company founding 

The BDA president pronounced himself against the 

proposal by Economics Minister Juergen Moellemann 
(FDP) [Free Democratic Party] to perhaps declare the 
new laender a ‘ow-tax area after all. Such announce- 
ments could make investors adopt a wait-and-see atti- 

tude. It 1s also ilusionary to expect a majority in the 
Bundesrat to support u. Murmann advocated first 

waiting for the effects of the “massive” promotion 
program o7 the joint action “Upswing East.” 

In the discussion adoul continued wage payment in case 
of illness. Murmann proposed appointing a commission 

of inquiry. “Today. pretending to be ill and getting a 

doctor's certificate 1s being made into a political taboo.” 
said the BDA president. A commission of inquiry 1s the 
right way “to find rehable foundations for necessary 

decisions.” <)n the basis of better data, the awareness of 

actual grievances can be sharpened. “It 1s not our inten- 

tion to pul a truly ill person in a worse social position.” 

It 1s also not the major goal of employers to relieve 
enterprises of parts of continued wage payments. Rather. 

Savings duc to a better attendance rate should either 
benefit the long-term ill, or should lead to lower health 
insurance payments for all 

In Murmann’s opinion, it 1s not in the interest of a social 
State to remunerate the abuse of protection for the ill and 

of community solidarity 

The BDA president again spoke out against the plans of 

Minister for Labor Norbert Bluem (CDU) [Christian 
Democratic Union] for a statutory nursing imsurance 

with an adjustable-contribution procedure. This would 

bring about further contribution increases and would 
again drive up incidental expenses. With savings of 
about DM3 trillhon in private households, 1 1s reason- 

able to expect that citizens would make their own 

provisions. “4urmann pointed to the employer model in 
which every citizer 1s to be obligated to take nursing 

insurance at the beginning of his career. There should be 
lower premiums for the socially weak and family mem- 

bers without income. For 10 to 15 vears a fund 15 to be 

created to supporte those persons in need of care today 
The money 1s to be paid by those who are relieved from 

nursing expenditures through the fund. In the transition 

financing. to be funded by tax money, employers partic- 

ipate to a “disproportionately large” degree 

* Dresden Right-Wing Scene, Actions Profiled 

YIGEOOYS A Berlin DIE TAGESZEITUNG im German 

14 Wav 91 pp 12-13 

[Bernd Siegler article: “Dresden: Capital of the Rightist 

Movement’ ] 
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[Text] The sign Coffeeshop Bronx is barely legible, is 

letters nearly undecipherabic. and 1s wood charred. The 

first-story windows of the building on Alaun Street in the 
Neustadi district of Dresden have been smashed. and the 
facade of the five-story. early 1870's building 1s black 

with soot. The Bronx cafe has been burned down. An 

arson altack in the early hours of the new year com- 

pletely destroyed the popular gathering place—the nght 

extremist skinheads had carned out their threat. The cits 

has since authorized the delivery of bricks to the site. so 

that at the very least the windows can be walled up. The 

justice system has also responded: inquiries have been 

imitiated. And the police’ In purest bureaucratesc, the 

police report stated: “The presence of the police was an 

important factor in keeping the wave of aggression from 
surging out of control. Personal background information 
was taken from four young adults.” These four, who are 

known mght extremists. were back on the streets just 

hours after the attack. They and their fellow radicals left 

a sad trail behind them: a streetcar had swastikas and the 

letters “SS” scribbled all over it: two bars were attacked. 

the Bronx, was torched: and Gunnar J.. proprietor of the 

Cate 100, which 1s also located on A aun Street. had to be 

taken to the hospital with head injuries 

“About 0100. a gang of skinheads came into the bar and 

Started to tear up the counter.” says Gunnar, who moved 

to Dresden trom western Germany. He called the police 

several times, but got no response. When Gunnar finally 

ran out of the bar toward a patrol car parked nearby. 1 

drove away. On hrs way back into the cafe, the barkeeper 

was chased by skinheads. and when he slipped. he was 

beaten up. “They aimed for my head—I'd call 

attempted murder.” he says. After the night of rioting. 

the infuriated cafe owners of Dresden’s Neustadt district 

accused the police of not doing their job. “Does some- 
bods have to get killed first”” they asked 

And. on 6 April, somebody did get killed. Jorge Gomon- 
dai, a 28-year-old Mozambican, died in the hospital after 

a group of skinheads beat him up and threw him from a 

moving streetcar. The death of the worker 1s, to date. the 

worst in a long series of right-catremist motivated acts of 

violence in the capital of Saxony. Marita Schieferdeker- 

Adolph. the local representative for foreigners, comed 

the phrase [for Dresden]. “Capital of the Movement.” 
“Right-wing radicalism ts on the increase in many cities 

of the former GDR.” she says. “However, it now appears 

that members of the radical-right scene feel much more 

comfortable and find more fertile soi in Dresden than 

thes do in their own citres.”” This 1s due in no small part 

to the extreme generosity of the city where authorization 

for radical mght-wing spectacles 1s concerned. The 
response of Herbert Wagner, the lord mayor of Dresden. 
to right-wing extremism is at once belligerent and per- 

plexed. “Dresden 1s not a violent city.” protests the CDI 

[Christian Democratic Union] politician. He blames the 
increase in radical right-wing activities on the “anxious 

wringing of hands by the media” 
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We Are the Primary Target 

The police in this city on the Elbe are also trying to case 
tensions. Andreas Thomas, police spokesman, docs not 

believe his home town to be in danger: “OF course it's 
sate for forergners to go out at night in Dresden.” Timm. 
an Indian who works in the employment office of the 
Bureau of Representation for Aliens, docs not see ut that 
way: “After 7°00 at might, I don't go out of the house 
alone.” He 1s following the advice of his boss. who says 
that foreigners who go for walks after dark are “taking 
their life un thew hands.” V.. a Vietnamese man who 
lives in what was for the GDR a typical foreign ghetto, is 
also afraid, and does not want his name printed. “When 
someone has to work the late or night shift.” he says, “a 
group of us escort him to work and pick him up when his 

shift 1s over. We are the primary target.” he continues. 
and recalls an incident that took place last winter. The 

night following the German-wide clection, a group of 
skinheads broke the ground floor windows in his apart- 
ment block and threw Molotov cocktails into the apart- 

ments, gutting several rooms. Then they staged literal 
witch-hunts for the Vietnamese living there. They forced 
their way on as far as the stairwells before being beaten 

back. There are many housing developments on the 
outskirts of Dresden such as the one V. lives in. These 

huge complexes from the late 1970's are without the 

most basic facilities, lacking even streets. It was here that 
the old SED [United Socialist Party of Germany] city 
administration housed most of the foreign rs who came 

to the GDR in accordance with intergovernmental agree- 
ments. Vietnamese, Mozambuicans, and Angolans lived 

here in ssolation, with only five square meters of space 
allotted to each individual. Unauthorized persons were 

forbidden to enter these so-called Workers’ Residences. 
and visitors had to report to the concierge. International 
trendship or solidarity was nonexistent. The number of 

toremgners living in the GDR totalled 180,000, just over 
one percent of the population. The majority of them 

have already left the country. According to the U nifica- 

tion Treaty, only if a foreigner has been living here for 
cight years does he have some night to remain. Those that 
leave “voluntarily” receive a bonus of 3.000 CGrerman 

marks [DM] and a plane ticket home. Those who chose 

to Stay must vacate their room in the workers’ residence 
within three months and find their own apartment, an all 

but mmpossible task. Dresden, like all cities in the former 
(;DR. has a tremendous housing shortage. According to 

official figures, 30,000 people are currently secking 
housing in the city 

There are 235 Vietnamese still living on Hans-Otto Way 

Fortunately for them, the city of Dresden has assumed 

communal ownership of the buildings on this street, and 

leases the apartments to the Vietnamese for a low 

monthly rent. V. does not want the city to regret this 

concession. He and his countrymen conducted a clean- 

up operation in which they cleared the trash from the 
entire block—even the Germans trash. “The Crermans 

Slapped me on the back for that.” recounts Vo with 

considerable pride. He wants to “have a real home” here 
and wishes that the Germans would understand him. He 
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wishes that they would understand him and all his 

countrymen, who were brought to the GDR to do the 
drudgery that no East German citizen wanted to do, and 
who no longer know what to do to be accepted by those 
very same Germans. 

“Ip the old DDR, foreigners were always given preter- 
ential treatment. Now our young people have no jobs 
and just hang around. Nor do they have many ways to 
work out thei frustrations sensibly during their free 

tume. A 71-year-old retired woman gives free rein to her 
prejudices, prejudices which the Republicans, the NPD 

[National Democratic Party], and the German Peoples’ 
Union use very skillfully. Andreas Arnold, chief of the 

district police, says that Gorbitz, the dreary satellite 

town where the old woman lives, 1s the center of the 
40-50 member-sirong hard core of the radical mght wing. 

It as to Gorbitz that Line 7 leads, the streetcar line on 
which Jorge Gomondai was beaten to death. The youth 
club Espe 1s home to the Gorbitz Fellowship. Three days 

after Gomondai’s death, the Fellowship felt 1 necessary 

to call a press conference. During the conference, Lutz 
Kronenberger, who 1s the leader of the group and had 
been sighted at several nots, disclaimed violence. On the 
wall, however, were slogans such as: “Jorge, you won't be 
the last—we'll get every last one of you.” 

The Gorbitz Fellowship maintains close contact with all 

the militant mght-wing groups in Dresden: the German 
National Resistance [NWD], the Association of Saxon 
Werewolfs [VdSW], the Young Storm [JS]. the 
Schutzstaffel East [SSO), and the recently formed Hans- 
Joachim Peiper Military Sports Group. These Dresden 
groups are the strike force of the movement, and take 
part in nearly all nots and attacks. The police know this. 

Nonctheless, criminal proceedings against the 

Schutzstaffel East on charges of forming a criminal 

association have so far been unsuccessful. The SSO even 
announced the formation of their group in an anony- 

mous letter to the local SAECHSISCHE ZEITUNG. The 

letter stated unequivocally that the group would target 

the PDS [Party of Democratic Socialism], the Greens, 
and foremgners, fight against “communist scum” and 
strive for a “politically pure Germany.” 

Deputy Criminal Inspector Klaus Kupictz, head of the 

Section for Extremists of the Dresden County Police 

Department, even knows who pulls the strings on the 

Dresden right-wing extremist scene. His name 1s Rainer 

Sonntag. and he 1s from the Leuben district of Dresden 

In 1987. Sonntag moved to the Federal Republic of 
Germany, where he became active in Michael Kuchnen’s 

territory and was convicted on charges of bodily myury 

and violation of firearms laws. In January 1990) he 

returned to Dresden. Although Sonntag has been 

arrested in Dresden several times, he has never stood 

tinal. Two other front-line extremists are Dirk Vogel and 
Michael Vietze. All three were leading participants in the 
November 1990 occupation of a pre-1949 building on 

Rabenauer Street. The building was to become a center 
of right-wing radicalism. Although it was impossible to 

miss the unitials of the group on the wall of the building. 
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the owner of the building had to call the police twice 

betore they took acthon to clear the premises. Police 
Deputy Kupietz also knows that many neo-Nazis for- 

merly active in East Berlin moved to Dresden when 

things got too hot for them in Berlin. Even Gottned 

Kuessel, the Austrian from the People’s Extraparhamen- 

tary Opposition, (VAPO) who has since succeeded the 

deceased Michacl Kuchnen, has changed his focus from 

Berlin to Dresden. Last Summer, Kuessel yorned the 
German neo-Nazis, by attending the radical right-wing 

German Alternative party convention in Cottbus. At the 

convention, Ray Traeger of Dresden and Karsten Wolter 
of East Berlin were clected heads of the German-wide 

National Protest Party 

Sieg Heil— With Official Blessings 

Last Fall, 400-500 mght-wing radicals. escorted by two 

groups of 100 policemen cach. marched through 

Dresden under the Nazi War Flag. shouting “Sieg Heil” 

and chanting “Today Germany. tomorrow the world.” 

In front of the Semper Opera House, the nco-Nazrs lifted 

their arms in the “German Greeting.” and Mauchacl 

Kuchnen, already showing signs of AIDS. ended his 

speech with a snappy “Heil Germany.” The police did 

not intervene. After all. the parade by the Crermany 

Initiative, under the motto “German U nity—Social Jus- 

tice,” had been authorized by Dresden’s Lord Mayor 

Wagner. Even when it was determined that Kuchoen. 
suill numero uno among the nght-wing militants, was to 

take part in the parade, Wagner, who describes his 

political convictions as “centrist with a vengeance.” did 

not change his mind. According to the lord mayor, had 

the parade been torhidden, the people would have dem- 

onstrated anyway. or perhaps beaten up some more 

Vietnamese. Wagner, who governs Dresden together 

with a coalition composed of all parties but the PDS, did 

call an emergency counci! mecting. However, 1 was not 

the nght-wing march that caused him concern, but the 

suddenly perceived danger of a counterdemonstration 

It 1s obvious that mght-wing radicals find the Dresden 
administration extremely well-disposed toward ther 

spectacles. So nt was that histoncal revisvonnt David 

Irving was able to cxapound on his arguments concerning 
the “Auschwitz Lice” not only on the Technical Univer- 

sity, but also in the biggest and best assembly hall in 

Dresden, the Cultural Palace. In the same hall, Repub- 

heans and NPD tuncthonares are permitted to debate 

issucs such as natronal identity and European mterna- 
tonal politics 

According to a report issued by the Berlin Jomnt Criminal 

Investigation Burcau [GLKA], which ts the criminal 

investigation center for the five new German laender. 

“The meht eatremist scene mn Dresden 1s very powertul.” 

The Dresden scene differs trom that of other cities on its 

“unusual willingness to resort to violence.” Weapons 

procurement presents no problem in Dresden: Kalashni- 

kovs are sold at the “Lebanon Price” of DM100 cach 

Semor Detective Superintendent Bernd Wagner, GLKA 

cxpert on catremism, states that the entire right-wing 
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scene in Saxony 1s “extremely well-organized and highly 

networked.” Many groups use “conspiratorial methods.” 

and are now in the position to develop “tactics to be used 

against the police.” Thomas, the spokesman tor the 
Dresden police, denies this. After all, he says. “1 1s creme 

that we fight. not mght-wing political convictions.” As 
far as Marita Schicterdeckher-Adolph 1s concerned. thes 

are not even doing that. She 1s infuriated when foreigners 

tell her that complaints they have lodged with the police 
are not acted upon, or, as often happens. not even 
recorded. This occurs despite the fact that foreigners 
rarely go to the police in the first place. “Many of them 

are afraid of confrontations.” explains the representative 

for ahens. Street hawkers who are blackmailed imto 

paying protection moncy run the risk of being charged 

with operating without a trade hence if they go to the 

police. “* Trust-building measures between the police and 
foreigners” are at the top of Schicferdecker-Adolph’s 

wish Inst 

The police investigation ito the murder of Jorgs 
CGromondar did little to reduce the skepticism with which 

foreigners regard the police. Officers at the scene 

believed that the severely myured Mozambican was 

drunk, and they neglected to take the names ether of the 
witnesses or of the probable culprits. Nor did the loca! 

press trouble uself overly much over the incident. Thos 

changed abruptly when Gomondai dicd. That is when 

the police began their investigation. It was announced in 
the newspaper that witnesses were being sought mn con 

nection with Gomondar’s death. To date, the police are 
listing the crime under investigation as “grievous bodsly 

harm resulting in death” “That should be murder” 

insists Schicferdecker-Adolph 

Although Jorg Schwalm, the Dresden chict senor publi 
prosecutor, does not rule out the possibility that the 
investigation could result m severe disciplinary mea 

sures against the officers on duty the neght of the crime 

he still comes to the defense of the police. Schwalm. who 

was chiet public prosecutor i Nuremberg and served as 
council for the prosecution during the monumental 

proceedings against Karl-Hein Hottman, the leader of 

the Military Sports Group. blames the mistakes on 

“shortages in materiel and personne!” He calls tor betters 

training for the police and, above all, for more polis 

officers in the city, saying that this rs the only way to 

bring the problem under control In response to com 

plaints by the police that the courts release those they 

arrest far too soon, Schwalm stresses the “the high degre: 
of protection provided to the mnnocent in a state based on 

the rule of law.” Nonetheless, in order to avond giving 
Dresden the impression that the jpudicial system will 

close its eves to right-wing cxatremism, Schwalm wants to 

expedite the proceedings and “as an overall preventiv« 

measure, ensure that the guilly parties are sentenced 

immediately.” In summary, he says that “the road to 

internal security 1s a long one” 

But Schicterdecker-Adolph. the representative tor aliens 

does not want to take the long road. She urges social 
workers to do more work with reht-wing radicals She 
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believes that the increase in mghti-wing cxtremism 1s a 

carryover from the GDR. “The social policy of the GDR 

was to put children in day nursernes at the carlicst 

possible age. where they were cxposed to an authorita- 

tive upbring:ng that painted the world as enther black or 
white.” she points out. “This was continued in the 

schools, and as a result. our young people now find 

themselves in a vacuum. Now they would dearly love to 

once more have somconc to tell them what to do. And 

the nght-wing leaders volunteer to do just that.” 

In the meantime, Kinze, the governmep' spokesman for 

the land of Saxony. 1s downplaying the problems. At the 

funeral service in the Kreuzkirche church for the 
Mozambican Jorge Joao Gomondai, he stated that he 

viewed the death of the forergner as an expression of “the 

difficulty that many people have on finding thei place in 
the tree democratic order.” He went on to say that the 
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Saxon government would search tor “healthtul, attrac- 
tive, alternative recreational activities.” 

Lord Mayor Wagner chose not to appear at the Arcuz- 

kirche church at all. Following the service. approxr- 

mately 7.000 people marched to the place where the 

badly wounded Gomonda: had been thrown from the 

Strectcar. Foresgners carned signs that read “Any one of 

us may be neat.” Even before the parade of mourners 

reached us destination. approumately 100 mght-wing 
radicals started to attack ut, and were astonished to 

encounter resistance. According to Georg. member of 
the Antifascrst Instiative, “That was the turning pot.” 
For the first tume they had moved away from the “no 

violence” policy of the Democracy Movement, and had 

done so “with success.” as Georg put 1. The skinheads 

either fled or complained to the police 
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‘Senior Libyans Linked to Lockerbie Bombing 

LD2°06143491 Paris Antenne-2 Television Network 
im French 1100GMT 27> Jun 9] 

[Text] The Libyan lead 1s being confirmed in the attacks 
on the Bocing-747 at Lockerbie and the UTA [Union de 
Transports Aernens}] DC-10 over Chad. These two 
attacks resulted in hundreds of deaths. A French judge— 

and this 1s an Antenne-2 revelation—is preparing to 

charge two Libyans who are believed to have provided 
the logistic support for these attacks. Richard Binet 

{Binet} It ss thus reported to have been the Libyans, at 
the end of a two-year investigation, Judge Bruguere 
appears convinced that the attack carried out against the 
UTA DC-10 was financed by Tripoli. According to the 
revelations of the paper LEX PRESS—and confirmed by 

our own enguirics—the judge 1s about to charge very 
senior figures of the Libyan state—Deputy Foreign Min- 
ister Musa Kusa and “Abdallah al-Sanus:, the number 
two man in the Libyan secret service. Above all, the 
attack on the UTA DC-10 and the attack on the Pan Am 
Bocing over Lockerbie in September 1988 are believed 
to have been financed by the same sources 

The decision to make France pay for its victories in ¢ had 

and to punish the United States for the shelling of 

Tripoli are reported to have been made during the same 
single meeting in September 1988. At the head of this 

secret meeting was Abdallah Senoussi:, the brother in 
Law of Colonel al-Qadhdhafi himself, and a dignitary of 
the regime. too highly placed tor the Libvan leader not to 

have been mvolved. This ts a harsh blow for Colonel 

Al-Qadhdhati. who recentl, stepped up his efforts to 
move closer to the Western countries 

Judge ‘Not Ready’ With Charges 

Pin English O9V3° GMI i/ Lat Ay] Par ‘ 

SS Jun 91 

[Excerpt] Pars. June 27 (AFP}—A US. newspaper was 
“much too premature” with reports that French author- 

ites were close to charging semor Libyan officials 

including the brother-in-law of Libyan leader Mu'ammar 

al-Qadhdhati. with ordering the bombings that 

destroved a Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockertie and a 

French yet. French officials sand here Friday 

The report appeared Thursday in THE WASHINGTON 

POST concerning the mid-air explosions of Flight 103 
over Lockerte, Scotland, in 1988. and of UTA Flight 

77) a year later over the Sahara in Niger republic 
leaving a total 44!) dead 

The French ofticials here contirmed that a Litwan con- 

nection had been under investigation tor months and 

that progress had been made. But thes sad that the judec 

directing the probe, Jean-Lours Bruguiere, was not on 

of making any tormal charges or rssuing 
i} arrest warrants 

the pont 

int< rnaiwoer 
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THE [WASHINGTON] POST. which quoted US. and 
Paris sources, said the judge was close to issuing charges 
against ‘Abdallah al-Sanus:. Mr. al-Qadhdhafi's brother- 

in-law and de facto chief of Libsan intelligence. and 

Musa Kusa. vice minister of foreign affairs 

It said the progress of the French investigation had in 
part been due to confessions of two terrorist hirelings 

involved in the UTA attack over the Sahara desen 
According to the sources quoted by THE WASH- 
INGTON POST, the two attacks were decided on at a 

September 1988 mecting at Libyan intelligence head- 

quarters in Tripol:. [passage omitted] 

Prime Minister May Visit Japan Before Sear End 

102706111491] Paris AFP in Enelish 10382 GMI 

27 Jun ¥1 

.7 

[Text] Pars, June 27 (AFP}—Japan’s Ambassador to 
France, Akitane Aiuchi, said here Thursday [27 June} he 
will invite Prime Minister Edith Cresson to visit Japan 

“before the end of the vear™ 

“On behalf of my government I will invite Mrs. Cresson 

to come to Japan. 1f possible before the end of the vear 
when I meet her at Matignon (the prime ministers 

office) on July 3.° Mr. Kiauch: told the private radio 

station Europe |. Mr. Aouch: sand his talks with the 

premier were aimed at “clearing up misunderstandings 

and listen to what the prime minister has to say because 

it 1S imporiant to talk to cach other” 

Mrs. Cresson has repeatedly warned of Japan's economic 
power betore and after President Francorn Mitterrand 

appointed her to head the French Government last 
month. In an interview on French televisvon last week 

she said that she had “nothing against the Japanese but 

warned that they were dangerous “in the fields of indus 

tnal activity and employment” 

But Mr AKauchi said the premoer “has become very 
popular with us. and she will certainis be very well 

received as there are no problems between our two 

countries 

Mrs. Cresson has hinted at a possible visit to Japan “neat 

spring 

Japan Agrees to Joint Development of Lechnologs 

OW D6 D03097 Tokyo AVODO in Brel i, 

2 Jun 9 

[Text] Paris, June KYODO—The Japanese and 

French telecommunications ministers on Thursdas 

agreed on pont devclop’ nt of tes hnologs necessary or 

the exchange of High-Definition Television (HDT 

programs. Japanese officials sand 

t }? rT The agreement came when Japanese Minister 

and Telecommunications Katsutsugu Sckhiva 
French Minister of Postal Services. Telecommunications 

and Space Jean-Marie Rausch at the ministry her 

’ milk dj 
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The officials said the French side in April unofficialls 

proposed joint development of such technology with 
Japan 

The Japanese and French officials in charge agreed to 
jointly develop technology that would enable an HDTV 

program of a Japanese formula transmuticd to France. 

which adopts a different HDTV formula. to be broadcast 

without detenoration in the quality of the picture, the 
Japanese officials said 

Cambodia Conference May Be Reconvened in Paris 

il 2 °06134491 Paris AFP in Enelish 1300GM1 
2 Jun Yl 

[Text] Pars, June 27 (AFP) — The French Foreign 

Ministry sand Thursday [27 Junc] that the “encouraging” 

progress by the Supreme National Counci! (SNC) this 

week could lead to a resumption here of the international 

conterence on Cambodia. Commenting on the mecting 

in Pattaya. Thailand. ministry spokesman Daniel Ber- 

nard said “very encouraging signs made reconvening the 

Paris Conterence shortly a possibility.” An carher Paris 

Conference tailed, and Mr. Bernard mentioned no dates 

lor a new mecting 

France, which co-chairs the conference along with Indo 

nesia. had observer status at the Pattaya meeting. In a 

mayor breakthrough there, the SNC agreed on a perma- 
nent ceasefire im the |2-yvear war. an end to foreign 

military ard to all warring parties, and the setting up of 
SNC headquaraters in Phnom Penh 

Mr. Bernard said the Pattaya meeting had been 

thing important” and that “signs of compromise” had 
emerged. He hailed what he called the “decisive” role of 

some 

FRANCE 2» 

Cambodian resistance leader Prince Norodom Sihanouk 
and the “spirit of compromusc and goodwill” of the other 
partics 

The 12-member SNC includes six representatives of the 
Victnamese-backed Phnom Penh government and two 
representatives from cach of three opposition factions. 
including the radical Marxist Khmer Rouge. which was 
driven from power in January 1979. The SNC 1s to hold 
Cambodian sovereignty for an interim penod betore 
clections called tor in the UN. peace process 

Ivorian Prime Minister Ouattara Pays Visit 

182806115991 Alndjan Radiodifiusion lhoinenne 

Radio in French OCOO GMT 26 Jun 9i1 

{Teat] Mr. Alassane Dramane Ouattara, prime minisicr 
and head of government, 1s currently paying a working 
visit to France and the United States. This working visit 
which started Monday. 24 June 1s armed at discussing 
the government's cconomi program with French and 
Amencan authorities, as well as leaders of micrnational 
financial institutions. The visit began Monday with an 
audience granted by the prime minister to Mr. Jean- 
(Christophe Mitterrand, te president's adviser on African 
allairs 

The lvonan prime minister was recenved im audience 
yesterday by Mr. Jurgensen, director general of the 
Central Fund for Econom Cooperation, Bank of 
France Governor Mr. Jacques De Larosiere, Coopera- 
tion and Development Minister Ms. Edwige Avice, and 
by Minister of State Pierre Berevogoy, minister of 
cconomy. finance and budgct 

Prime Minester Alassane Quattara will be in Washington 
today. where he will be received beginning tomorres, 
notably. by the director general of the IMF. the president 
of the World Bank. the American Secretary of the 
Treasury, Mr. Brady. Secretary of State James Baker 
and Under Secretary of State Herman Cohen 
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Defense Minister on Army Reforms, U.S. Agreement 

LD2I506164791 Madnd RNE-1 Radio Network 

in Spanish 0600 GMT 25 Jun 91 

[Rosa Gonzales report] 

[ Text] The Popular Party (PP) and the Spanish Workers’ 
Socialist Party (PSOE) have reached agreement on the 
reform of the Armed Forces in our country. This agree- 
ment for the reform of military service could receive 

further parhamentary support this week mm the debate 

scheduled tor Thursday [27 June]. The parhamentary 
agreement will permit the reform to become reality mn 
1993 

Detense Minister Juhan Garcia Vargas met with US 
Defense Secretary Richard Chency im Washington. The 
Western Economic Union [WEU] was the main topic of 
that discussion. Garcia Vargos assessed the agreement 
reached and the status of the Armed Forces im an 
imterview to RNE 

(Gronzalez) Juhan Garcia Vargas hopes that the new law 
will be approved at the end of thes year and that ut will 

come imto force m 1992. According to the defense 

ministers calculations ut could be discussed by the 
( ownci! of Minesters at the beginning of next month and 
by the congress plenum in September. The law, which 
establishes a mixed model for the Armed Forces, will 
result in a very big reduction, according to Garcia 
Vargas. in the number of men in our Army—a progres- 

sive reduction which could amount to 35-50 percent 

According to the defense minister the law springs from a 

need tov permanence and will normalize the signing up 
of women as professionals in the Armed Forces and thei 

participation im support tasks in the event of general 

mothzavon. Juhan Garcia Vargas comments 

[Begin Garcia Vargas recording) Thies matter has been 
outsianding since the Constitution was approved. This 
law will allow the participation of women im support 

work in the event of mobilization, and obviously, later. 

as has happened. women will have the opportunity to 
youn the Armed Forces to carry out certain tasks. This 1s 

already under way and 1s consolidated with the law. fend 
recording] 

|Gronzale7] The monrster says that the reduction in the 
length of civil service will be proportional to that in the 
reduction of military service and that the total profes- 

sonahzation of our Armed Forces ts mumpossible for 

demographic and economic reasons 
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Al the mecting of the Eurogroup in Washington, Garcia 
Vargas told RNE that the pout of the bilateral agrec- 

ment between Spain and the Unied States. which will 
establish the form of use. in the event of a crisis, of the 
Spanish bases which the United States will abandon by 

1993. had stil not been established. Discussion of the 
agreement, which will stipulated specific collaboration. 
has yet to begin 

[Begin Garcia Vargas recording} That part of the agree- 
ment has still not been discussed or developed, partly 

because we believe that we have to discuss ut when the 
agreements on coordimation wit NATO have been 
worked out. You know that there are still two agreements 
outstanding—one on the control of the Straits of 
Cubraliar and another on the use of Spain as logistic 
support for the Alliance. Thes latter agreement, whoich 1s 
still under negotiation, 1s necessary so that the devclop- 

ment of the bilateral agreement with the United States 

can be discussed. [end recording] 

{CGsonzale7| According to the defense minister, during hes 

official visit to the United States he detected concern 
among NATO members for the plan to strengthen the 
WEU which Spain, among other countries, supports 

Isracli Foreign Minister Meets Gonzalez, hing 

LD2606213591 Madnd IVE Internacional Television 

in Spanish 1830 GMT 26 Jun 91 

[Text] Thes autumn, Prime Munister Felipe Gonzalez 
will pay an official visit to Isracl without laying down the 

precondition that the Middle East peace process must 
have begun by then—this 1s what he told Israch Foreign 
Minister David Levi, with whom he analyzed the ditt 
cult situation which this region of the Mediterrancan 1s 
expenencing. Levi also reiterated an invitation to the 
king to visit hes Country neat vear 

The prime minister put to David Levi the desirability of 
taking advantage of this unique opportunity being 
offered by history to mitiate peace negotiations in the 
Middle East. In Felipe Gonzalez’ opinion, although the 
present attitude of Syna and Lebanon represents an 

additional risk to the difficult situation, the meght onitia 
tive by Isracl would serve to resolve the serious peace 
problem which 1s beng experienced by this region of the 

Near East. Felipe Gonzalez also told the Israch foreign 
minister that Spain supports the US. peace process. [as 

heard] 

A few hours pror to this meeting the Israch forcign 
minsster revterated to Don Juan Carlos an invitatron to 
visit Isracl in 1992). an invitation to which a reply has not 

yet been given—Spain wants to avond the visit by the 
royal family being used by Isracl as a gesture of support 

for thes country to the detriment of the Arab cause 
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Finland 

Government Supports CSCE Discussion of SFRY 

1 D2806113191 Helsinks Suomen Vileisradio Network 

n Finnish 1000 GUT 8 Jun 91 

| Text] The Finnish Government supports the discussion 

of the Vugoslay situation among the CSCE states. A 
Statement issucd by the government today about the 

Y ugoslay sttuation says that Finland 1s aware that cer- 
tain CSCE states have resorted to a mechanism which 

makes possible the discussion of the matter by all CSCT 

States. Finland regards the use of the jointly approved 
mechanism as justified un this case, the statement says 

Norway 

New Alliances, Coalition Cohesiveness Analyzed 
VIP OUSSSA Oslo AFTENPOSTEN in Norweman 

Jun Yip 3s 

|Eduonal Report] Oslo AFTENPOSTEN in Norwegian 
on 22 June publishes on page 3 under the heading “The 
EC Issue Has Created New Friendships” a 1.200-word 

article by Aslak Bonde drscussing different political 
alhances and theorizing on the reasons behind ther 
collaboration and on whether they pose a threat to the 
Brundtland government 

According to Bonde, the recognition by the parties in the 
center of Norway's political spectrum that there 1s cur- 

rently no viable alternative to the current Labor Party 
government has made ut possible for these parties to 

draw away trom ther carher “natural” alliances with the 

parties of the left or the mght. He sees the current 
cooperation between the Socialest Left Party [SV]. the 
( enter Party [Sp] and the Christian People’s Party [Ark] 
as a result of thes trend: “The centrist parties are moving 
toward the left. The Labor Party 1s moving toward the 
(Conservative Party, and the Socialist Left Party has 
stopped talking about socialism. This 1s a development 

which has provided fertile soi for new concepts im 

Norwegian politics. Now there 1s talk of a ‘large alliance’ 

and a ‘smal! alhance’ onstead the socialist and nonso- 
calest blocs” 

While the “small alhance” draws us basic strength from 

iis members common opposition to Norwegian mem- 

bership on the European Community, the leaders of the 

three centrest parties beleve that their poles have 

more mm common than their position on this one rssuc 
SV chanrman Enk Solhewm beheves that the centrist 

partes are untied by “fears of a new centralization such 

as we ho: on the fifties and sixties.” while Ayell Magne 

Bondevik of the Arf states that all three “realize that 

cconomic growth can sometimes collide with other basi 

values.” Bondevik contrasts the three small parties with 

the Conservative Party [HM]. the Labor Party [ Ap] and the 
Progress Party [FrP]). Johan Jakobsen of the Center Party 
does the same: “We do not have as great a faith in free 

market forces as they do.” 
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Labor Party parhamentary leader Gunnar Berge com- 

mented that he docs not think this small coalition 
partscularly “interesting™..once the EC rssuc 1s sctiled, 
the situation wall return to normal. He thinks there could 

be a new nonsocialisi government at that point 

Before us March party congress. the Center Party was 
characterized as Norway's most social democratic party. 

according to Bonde. Both the Socialrst Left Party and the 
Center Party now support positions which the Labor 
Party has abandoned 

Bonde sees the Labor Party's departure from tradytional 
social democratic policies as a not entirely new phenom- 

enon which has simply become more noticable as a 
result of Labor's participation im the government 
Whether or not EC membership 1s decisively significant 
for the large alhance. the high unemployment rate will 
certainly have an umportant impact 

The Labor Party 1s actually m agreement with the 
Conservative Party and the Progress Party on the tun- 
damentals—Norway must make moncy and must 

increase the efficrency of the welfare state. “They do 
have different opimons on how the revenucs will be 
used, but they agree they must be used to make bus- 

nesses profitable ~ 

AFTENPOSTEN quotes Progress Party leader Carl |! 
Hagen asserting that “The Conservative Party and the 
Labor Party will never put themselves im a position 
which would permit the three small partics to present 

themselves as an alternative government. This 1s totally 
out of the question.” He predicts that the Socialest Lett 

Party will lose votes if its collaboration with the other 
two centrist parties becomes too close 

Conservative Party parhamentary leader Anders Talle- 

raas says, on the other hand. 1 1s not the Socialrst Lett 

Party but the Center Party which will lose votes if the 
small coalition becomes too tight. “If ut had not been for 
the EC issue, nt would not have been possible for the 
Center Party to change its policy as much as ut has” 

Talleraas says there 1s “an ocean of difference” between 

the Center Party's current economic policy and that of a 

year ago. Enk Solheim pomts out that “the Center 
Party's and the Christian People’s Party leadership is 
more radical than thei voters.” 

* Coast Guard Ship To Remain in Persian Gulf 

vi} Vila filo i/ // \VPOSTI \ iv Viornmy gian 

2! May Yip 3 

{Harald Brymildsen article “Coast Guard Vessel Will 
Remain in the Gulf] 

[Text] lt may be several months before the Coast Guard 

ship Andenes comes back from is term of service mn the 

Persian Gulf, Theretore the Defense Monrstry has asked 

the military authorities to rent a civilian ship 
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Commodore lor M_ Nukolanen has told APTEN 

POSTEN that a suttable Shup that well have to satests 

ceria requirements regarding size. speed. clectrom 

equipment, and cabin capacity. among other things. « 

be advertised for. “Traditwnally. that would be a ship 

weighing 600 ta "OO tonnes from the scone act fishu ‘ 

flect.” Nukolarsen says 

The ( oast Guard already has « wht rented ships that ar 

Of great importance to the service. bul thes are all muct 

smalicr than the shops om the Nordkapp class lhe the 
Andenecs, and thes have no facilities tor carrying heloop 

icTs 

Ihe Defense Moenistry, will find a replacement for th 
Andcnes as long as 1 rs possible to do so. starteng with a 

rented ship to be used from the present until the tall of 

1991. Al present, notheng 1s being sand om regard to wher 
the Andenes ¢ service in the Gull together with a Danis 

naval vessel. will be over. If the bovcottong of trade wit! 

Irag 1s partially discontinued and there not a tota 
blockade, as 1s the case now. that will mean that wl 

patrolling vessels will have even more duties to pertorn 
Insicad of being turned away. as ms hy ing donc now 

merchant vessels would then have to be boarded am 
thew cargoes checked 

* Budget Cut Effect on Military Training Seen 

VIP NOB OUR Os WPIENPOSTEN ee NS 

y» Vai y/ fp full 

lLars Aluge artock Fewer People m Scho L 
Armed Forces 

[Text] Basic trarning on the armed forces 1s henge cut hack 

with almost 400 fewer people recen mg th fain ne “Tha 

Ss a very dramatnx reducton.” says the 

officer of the Personne! Staff of the Supreme ( ommmand of 

the Armed Forces. Tor Nols Mauritren 

ry) ’ 
CenTimara ; 

Everything 1s beng cut back. mnchudong officers’ trarnony 
schools and technical schools on all three branches of t 

armed torces. In 1990. the Defense Mienestry toot 
1.571 students, but the number 1s heong rodeced | 

thes vear. That reduced mtake of students s a sugges 
thy the Supreme C ommmand of the Armed Forces aft 

Defense Ministry asked for aco mam fa oma 

number of students than the Supreme ( ommand ; 

nally suggesicd 

We cxipect thal the qguotas we have sugpestcd . 

mw approved The coomeorn, m force us hawt 

strongly (:raduatron trom the war Cee £6 1. 

nght to he emploved hy the armed forces. and « , 

cut back the number of emplovecs with d gi 

amount of tramng that mofttercd = | “Nils Ma 

says. He sates emphatically that the Defense Dene 
ments leadership «= comcerned about these dran 

cults 

Th srs pong lo hurt cheer mah : ‘ 

fewer COoMmmissponed and fom commiscnmed vot! . 
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™ cum ne ’ We “i aie) ect m | hopsndoud ape group 

uninfwulhn m thc armed torces Recause Ihe cullack 

comes «© suddcenlh  Mauriizen saves 

sthhans cndcasorme to rehese uncmplos - ; 

Men aMong Lounge Pcupric he Was avec’ 

vos and i? s ulic? \ 

shnng tin rg Peal We couk! havc gone ahong “ith thet 

and contributed to the ctlort t 

cducaton roomed om the armed torces 

momprcehensitic thal we are 

reducc uncmpin ment 

In general an 
provides gon? preparation tor the crvehan labor markct 

Even when the market « teeht. such an cducatoon turns 

cmt | Th" ST Thing gunk) tO hase 1 Vou resurhic low 

‘\ s View l7cT ~ 3% 

Sweden 
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mans we hay ong townd 1 hw Peal au tod to ache ving 

ih ginal ivf eres ne «ur mwnirs 4% Let irecdom. and 

ral yer adem “ur dct Taln se a wiet. and our t ght 
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1? ‘ ial ’ ‘\ } ; 7) 1? uel ‘ke siw oar 

crnad has b haracterized [ty] a high deg | 
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\Jiuslwon «oft Lhe lorcign and sccurns policy tactors and 

aticr comsullations on the Foreign Policy Council 

lhes cv aluateon has now been compicted in close contact 
aith the the leaders of the partecs represenicd on the 
boregn Poly Council | will now give an account of the 
results to the Reksdag 

tnormouws poliscal upheavals have taken place om 

turope on the last two vears. The clmate between the 

the | nvted States and the Soviet U nvon— 

Ihe former division into 
lwo rival power blocs 4 thong of the past. The countnes 

| Lastern and ( entral Europe have berated themscives 
aller decades of totaldanan repressson Germany has 
heen umeted The Warsaw Pact has been dissolved and 
ihe Soweet t meon’s muidary weothdrawal from Eastern 
md Central Europe seems ureversible Reductions m 
hoth nuctear and conventhonal arms have been mutated 
and negotiatoons are taking place on turther disarma- 

ment The CSC EF summit om Pare last November laid the 

loumdatoons for a new sistem of security and coopera 

bon on our continent 

sul» Tyurw« rs 

has improved consdcrably 

\s a result, the curcumsances determining Sweden's 

scvurity Poles Mave changed tor the beticr im some 
mportant respects The 6 truc even though the actual 

northern Europe are not as palpable as om 
Ihe North Atlantic and northern Euro- 

pean regron can also fhe capected to continuc to be of 

‘ralegn segmefacance to the two leading nuclear powers 

‘7 %. i” 

' nita bur 2 he 

lhe S 1 | meon'’s enternal crvses remains a factor of 

moertannt A number of thongs endecate that there well 

, nie ag strong Sovect mterest om Comp ratvon with 

he West and comsequcntls less enterest om a confronta 
ip i! strength However oon impossible to 

wf unpredu tac manitestations of a deeper Sovict 

Ath seTrows repercusseons for the rest of the 

f , sus t cthe and natronal antagonisms and 

happy tod nomn hopes on the Eastern and ( entral 

t Le untrecs are prohatlly unavondabic however 

ven 6 thal the reek of a superpowct 

} m ms oncredshly omall 

] } ma ‘ mmunit is chk ‘‘ loping with gre a 

i. namean iH thy ml of 1 te singe imicrnal 

: ‘ Na i nirondwoed its lucding the tree 

prexds serveces. people and capital Two 
' nr ri nicrenccs ar drawing up thx gunk nes 

im? monetary, and politnal unron withen 
:? if. ‘ > ' 1 Pre { Crvertiurets 

j ' , ‘ s hong-term gira! for ( ofnmunits Conop 

as always hoen so throughout the phases of 
prracnt ator thes (cmon fateon has mosthy dealt 

ora , onomn questions The atiempts to 
it r more soled allance among the European 

[ “ct and down on the Treaty of Row as hong 

meas t¥S” The netron of wnron 1s an emportant gurding 
ma reference pownt tor the C ommunits 's work 
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Sunce the seventics coopcTatiion within the ( ommunit, 

m the ficid of foreign poloy—the EPS [European Poin 

cal Sysiem}—has devcloped on an informal footung and 

iS Organizalionally scparatc trom the rest of the £4 's 

activities. There 1. however, a desire on the part of the 

( ommunity s members to go turther than m the past m 

thes ficld and to shape common stances on a growing 

number of nsucs. As a result. ot 1s bhkely that om the EC of 
the future certain foreign policy maticrs will be docaded 

by a Qualified majority. but. if thes 1s the case. om lemeted 

arcas of application The prncuple of unanemeity m 

foreign and security policy decrwons of natronal empor 

tance will on all prohatulity be retard 

nition gradu 

\ 

The ( ommunity's members also » 

ally onc rcoasing thes Cooperation if 

polnys—a term that docs not ha ime direct 

link age to detense and military comph ihe ( om 

munity as it docs mm Swodrsh usage The goodelines for 

the intergovcrnmental conferences dev lare that the Com 
munity showld give comudcration to coordmating its 

acthhons—for craampic. on gucstrons related to disarma 

ment and arms control. the (SCE. and certamn tN 

activitees, including peacckceping operations Economn 
and technological cooperaivon om th: field of mditary 

materic! 1s also mentioned. as are arms CAport qucstoons 

and rssuc of nonprolitcratoon 

of scours 

Linked to the mtergovermmental conferences there 1s 
also discuswon of whether the Communit, sbculd not 

also bx gisen acu lusively defense “= ~onm © om thes 

msuc there is gical cautvon on the part of the mapority of 

member states For the toresccable future NATOD the 

North Atlant defense organization. will remain the 

cormersionc of Western b urog sdetenses The t netted 

Mates also reyects an independent military role tor the 

tC) «There vs little lbbhelehood that the ont rox cernmental 

conterences will transtorm the FC onto a defense allan 

with operatronal military tasks 

The desire to strengthen Western Europe's own defen 

poles profile ought unstcad to lead to mcrcased securnts 

and dctense policy Cooperatron within the Western Euro 

pean Lt mon WEL It os bkely that some form of perma 

nent relatronship will he established betecen the EC and 

the WEI 

We can assume chat the future 

detense pol. c--@eraton ell happen aeith account 

being taken of the Ff 

themsecives cither able of wollong to take part om such 

Cooperation 

lor the discuswon of defense poly meuct at the enter 

shaping cyt pe rssalybe 

Maics which co not omnrsectet 

Thos corresponds well with the guidelines 

which state that account governmental conferences 

(4M be taken of member states traditronal positrons 

laity and uniformity have been hasic to the develop 

ment of the Luropean Community The approach has 

always been that all members should participate fully on 

all parts of the C ommmunits +s work There 1 90 feason to 

com the assume that the FC ms now reads to compromm 
princeple that membershep rs undivisible Cin acceding to 
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the ( ommunits. Secden must give ts support to all 

arcas of COOpeTalon. accept the changes thal could 

follow from the inicrgo. cramental conferences Currently 

takong place. and declare viscli ready Wo play an active 
part om the turther devwclopment of the ( ommunts 
toward the politxal goals land down mm the Treaty of 

Rome 

Membecrshup on the EC os t-day lenked to the demand for 
lorcign poly coordinatron. bul not by any means tor 

forcign poly Mandardizatron. The calls for coordima- 
von can be cipected to mercase bat freedom trom 

Mandardization will surch comtenuc to cant.) Further. 

more. as 4 memixr. we will also have an opportunit, to 
work to promote Sweden's secws on rmsucs close to our 

hearts. such as sirengthenung the postion of the t nied 

Nations. pan-European cooperation. dinarmament. sl) 

darity with the Third Werld. development and poli 

and mcreased cooperation with the Baltic regron 

The great difference will be that the maim part of our 

activetecs well take place withen the framework of the 
Community We will be garneng the possibelity of win- 
ning a bearing for our vecws wethen the corcle of the E4 

and consequent! achiesing for them much greater 

impact than we would have acheeved if we had heen an 

outseder state We are mainly hosing a Swedish profile in 
the field of foreign aflairs that 1s as casily sdentifiable as 
ixday 's 

Today's EPS work « founded on the principle of una 

mmity it would sem out of the question that, for the 

foresecatic tuture. the EC well take the step towerd a 
binding mayority-vote rule on natronally umportant tor 

cn and security poly questvons. Nor are the bs 

hkely to abandon an arrangement that permits tar 

reaching treedom of politecal actron for the uvdivedual 
member on these respects 

7 otcs 

Nevertheless this cooperation could present our country 

with sarrous problems of adjustment im the contest of 

neutrality policy This could affect questions covering 

parlicupation im sanctions, motivated by foreign poli, 

considerations, against nonmember states and certarn 

questions to do with the caport of mulitary materiel I rs 

the government's view, however, that. for the sake of the 

credibility of Swedish security policy. ot has to he pos 
sible to avoid troublesome commitments 

In peaceteme, military nonalhgnament ws the center of 
neutrality policy. The tact that Sweden stands outside all 
military alliances. that we also refram from other sorts of 

committed military cooperatron with other sates. and 
that we have strong and multifaceted total defenses bears 

witness to our determination to prevent our being drawn 

into a superpower conflict on our emmediate environs In 

the future. too, Swedish policy should be pursucd with 

the care necessary to ensure that confidence m™ maim 
tained on our determination and capability to follow our 

chosen course 

if, despite everything. a major armed conflict were to 
affect owr smmediate arca, to be able to adopt a neviral 
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Mance, Seweodcr mest contenuc to alia from partacipe- 

thon om muldary allhances of other bending muilttary Coop- 

cTatvon eth other sates om the future. evth the cxucepiion 
om the prmsibyhc comogucnces of our iN membership 

{ omsogucnt!. Secden Cannot parlacipatc m 2 COMMON 

dctense pols of recuprocal dctense commiiments 
withen the framework of the EC withoul renouncing is 

poly of ncewlratety 

As has already been sireseed, there 1 no reason to bebeve 

that the E( s now moving toward a transiormation into 

a mulstary alhance of the creaton of other torms of 

mutually bundeng dctense arrangements. In the longer 

term. however, 4 cannot be ruled out thal an cipanseon 

of the cooperatron among the EC's mombers wll also 

embrace dctense questions. The goverament’s view rs 

that a decrson on thes gucstion will be founded on 

unanimity among the member satvoms. and that there 
will also be a readeness om the future to find solutvons for 

the statcs that are unwilling or unablc to participate im 

such cooperatron For Sweden's part. thes would mcan 

that we would not be obliged to purtxcipate m a powsiblc 

future defense allance among the EC states oF to be 
mcluded mm powuble collective scours commeaments 

it a sold European security order—tounded on the 

CSCE. for cxample—ts ever estableshed. the canting 
assumptions on shech Sweden s poli, of newtrality has 

been based well change 

( ontacts and Cooperation with its Nordic neughbors rs of 

special importance tor Sweden. Despite differences m 

scours onentaton. we have been able to work hogethet 

ma number of fields. The shared historical and cultural 

tes and the respect and closeness whech characterizes 

Nord cooperatron have created the necessary cond: 

trons for tar-reacheng cooperation om a number of fields 

Thes should remam the case The development of the 

Nord countnes’ links with contenumg European imte- 

grathon must not be allowed to cause scthacks om any arca 

of Nord cooperatron. There m. however, every reason 

to beheve that dev chopments will, on the contrary. lead 

to a greater need tor active Nord cooperation 

It should alse be stressed here that the government 

micnds to use all ots strength to complete the EES 
[Pt uropean Eoonmome Space] aegetiatrions Sweden's 

micresM om such an agreement 1 not dumnemshed by our 

ambutrons regarding EC membership 

Sccurty planning must always proceed from the conwd 

craton that the waeapected can also happen New ten 
wonms can emerge. and wars cannot be ruled oul categor 

wally That ms why we are retameng our polwy of 

neutrality. bul readiness to mect the uncapected must 

mht prevent ws from making the most of the powshelities 
offered by the protalyc 

The chances have mcreased of realizeng the veson of a 

united turope hveng om peace, prosperity. and social 

jusine, whch would also henet developments m the 

world asa whole It rs becoming mcreasngls clear that a 
long lst of politecal questroms can, om the bong run. only 
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he resolved through the broadest possible Cooperation 

across Gabonal boundanes. Swcden has an wmportani 

role to play om thes cooperateon. We. too. should be 
nvolved om shapeng the free and peacetul Europe of the 

future. We share the vesson thal oer natrons will become 
©) »Mterterned om the various arcas of socval life that war 

on our contenent becomes unthinkable. The mcrcased 
nicrdependence Detwoen sates and peoples to which 

gorng coomome mtcgratvon leads will contribute to 

thes | am commenced thal our country can make many 

powlive comtrehwtrons to the development of thes futurc 
t wrosK 

| hroughowt Eerope the European Community 1s soon as 

an omportant powerhouse for cooperation and devclop- 

ment on our contenent. Sweden's chances of influcncing 

thes future Cooperatron—politically. socially. and cco- 
nomnally—would be mmproved by membership of thrs 

(Community. It es the government's view that EC mem- 
horstup would bring major advantages for Sweden which 

wowkl tar outweugh the disadvantages. We share the 

(ommunty s long-term goals. as formulated m the 
treaty of Rome and the Single Act. and, together with 
the other members. we well work for thes rcahzateon 

When reachong a decrson on Swedish membership, 11 1s 

comers to form a veew both of what the member states 

have alrea ‘y agreed on and of current plans and amin 

a decrson must include an assessment of all 

ihe Lactors affectong the question of membership. in a 

referendum on Swedish EC membership will om the 

Swedish people whe settle the question 

ms Soci 

mal te 1] 

The Reksdag has stated that Sweden should strive to 
hocome a member of the European Community while 
retarmmng its poles of newtrality The poverament con 

seers that the @ecrssonmaking system withen the EC. as 
scl) asdecreonmaking m new forms of cooperation 

then the organizatvon, guarantees the ability of 2 songie 
mir cowntry to protect as fundamental secur 

is It es the government's overall conclusion that 
Secdmh EC memberstep can be reconciled with the 

ands of ow poles of newrralits 

After ul msultatvons that have taken place m the 

} en Polns Counce, the government has today 

hooded to sebrmet an application for Swedish member 

up of the Eeropean Community to the FC Councd of 
\4 steve 

Swcdmh scouts poly touches On our country + mow 

tral onterests. Its ultemate goal 1s to mete 1 power 

tO gpuarantice our country's pean. freedom. and 

prosperity om a changeng world Its formulatron requires 

comsstency. and realm. Care when 

healing with securty poly «= a duty Adaptation to a 
meng workd «a necessity Broad agreement across 

ty Mourdare’s 16 a “trength 

Tarsigtt« dines 

in dealing with thes msec the government has shown that 

has wanted the broadest powshlce support for the 

NORDIC COL NTRIES “ 

declaration I have made. Such broad support ms of the 

grcaics’ valuc © our nalson m the mmperianit acgotw 

boms ahcad 

* Defense Staff To Studs Missile lncursions 

VIE NO6O91 Seadholme DIGENS NOHETER 

ivi Sacdiw a Jai y/ mn YW) 

iC las Svahn article “Cranded Miewsules Bewrider Detenx 

Mioarstry.§ Aorcraft Grave Chase to Moestersows Moessiles 

(wer Seoden | 

[Test] U mdentified gurded missiles have on a number of 

occasions siolated Swedish an space (nm at least two 

oocavons pelots have attempted to give chase, bul were 
unablc to sdentity them. The messiles flew at a low 

altvtude om order to avond detection by radar 

For some years sightings of the mrssiics over Swedish an 

space have confounded military personne! Minor 
attempts have been made to slentity the missiles and to 

prevent the ssolatons from contenuing A source within 
the defense stall told DAGENS NYHETER that such 

reports “are offen seen as fursances whch micrrup 

operations, they take tome and cost moncs 

In none of the cases was the anr-cmergency task force sent 

up wo swentily the mics In one case. a crvehan 

succeeded m taking a pacture of a mrssile om broad day 

ght. but despite the tact the report was sent to the 

defense viafl. ut was never mvestigated 

Reports on gunded objects over Swedish territory rs 

relatively frequent and sightings have been made over a 

large part of Swede, 

—Valdemarss tk on } August 1986 A number of peopk 

one mulitary. watch as two messes. one after the 

other, pass oul to sea 

4 werkahz on ° September 198") A hunter om a raven 

sees and hears a gray missile with two wengs rush by 

“vs ethead 

Tarnaly July 1989) Several messile-trhe obfpects are 

seen mm three separate eestances to paws over Jokhisaur 

lake 

All of the above weghtings have om common the tact that 

thes were all made 1 broad daylight ny more than om 

person 

Rotates on Its Anis 

The most recent mcurwon may have taken place on |. 

May the sear when photographer Tom Jonestrom of 

Sundss all succeeded in photographing two objects fying 
at tugh speed over the town Jonestrom'’s video trim rs 

currentl, berng analyzed by the defense Sati ft ns 

cMabinhed that no known fling activities oF moeveil 

testing was taking place om that arca 

Miniwtars radar tiim taken of the areca was also sent to the 

detense Matt No once hoows ehat of conten. 
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The Jonestrom vadco film shows two relatively diverse 
objects moveng paralicl, The onc appears to be rotating 
on 1s 240s and some type of weag can be seen on ots hack 
portion. The other ofycct «= more sender and lacks 
visiblc wongs 

When DAGENS NY HETER showed the Sundevall fim 

to a group of mrsule caperts at the Defense Menrstry 

Maternc! Divesson, FMV_ there was great mmterest 

“Enther there are two large objects at a comssdcrabic 
distance or cise two small objects moving mmmedsately 
behind the flag” Jan Bjorkman. chect of the msvsle 

divion, surmuscd. “The upper one appears to have 
wings on the back whule the lower onc «6 more difficull to 

explain. Scemengly. « would not be there of ot ded not 

have wings” 

Motors lurned Off 

Byorkman 1s inclined to beheve. despite everytheng. that 

it rs not missiles that Tom Jonestrom photographed. but 
some smalicr objects, such as darts. which happened to 

pass by at that moment But before he draws any 

definitive conclusions he wants to analyze the film more 
caretully 

Bengt Fredricson. director of the missiles div eson's 
technical burcaw at FMV. says that the abeence of any 
nore makes hom dowm that « has to do with mereseles 

The otyect, however, could be on a ghde phaw with the 
motors turned off 

“Nevertheless. an otyective mvestigation of the him «sm 

order Only then can we say anything with certannty 

sand bredricson 

( akulatons made by the Defense Moenistry research 

facility (Foa} show that if the ofyects are si meters bong 

they are SOO meters from the photographer and have a 

velocity of 90 kelometers per hour In thes case. ot could 

be some type of mesic 

(on the other hand, if ot 1s a little ofyect, approxemately 

W) centumeters long. at a short distance. the velocity ms 8) 
kilometers per hour In thes case. the obyects must have 

been shot up from less than 40 meters to the left of the 

Nag 

Saving | uel 

( olone! Sven Borgvall, bead of F 15 mm Soderhamn aad 

with 40 years flying caperence told DAGENS 

NYVHETER that the velocity and length calculated by 
Foa could well be consistent with a crurse missile 

“A crune missile moves relativels sowly om order to 

navigate It 1s also mecewsary for it to save fect in order to 

reach its otwective © 

A crurse missile can reach a target close to 1.000 kvhorne 

ters away. dowhlc the length of Sweden It can also hx 
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practecally unvewbic to present<day radar vizteoms FE aper 

mments at Fos show thal a very email porteon of a radar 

cay os reflected trom the mesic, grveng of a ‘Swrtace arca 
the save of 2 fet 

In an artctke mm ELVGIVAPENNY TT 988 € ofomel (ia 
class) Jan4 Bow Crcrzchews marntamned thal crumc meweles 

have great potential for wrolateng a matron 's horders 

eithowt detection 

Jonestrom docs not hehesc that anyone played a poke om 

hem “I comuder that unbhecl Pooplie have sugecvicd 

cranes. clay pedgcoms, and darts, bul « sownds tartctched 

to me 1 vow look at the him vou we that 0 has to 

swmmecthong che — 

( hasing Missiles 

in at least two cases Swedish pilots attempted to give 

chase to missles whech were veolateng Swodrsh ant space 
Most recently thes occurred on 18 August IVES. when 

fowr crvehan polots m a Cessna encountered a mectalin 

otyecct. at least wa meters long m the an fetecen 

Soderhamn and Gavie The fowr managed to follow what 

thes described as a mrvule tor a couple of menutes betore 

loweng ot from vecw pust south of Saderhamn 

We were feng at almost 118) meters altvtude and 
were on our way from Umea to Cravie when onc of ws 

spotted somethong that flashed m the sunlight ower the 
weoxnts on front of ws.” Per Lundgvest. the prlot of the 

plane. told DAGENS NYHETER 

When « came closer we saw thal ff was a messile of 

metal with fins along the back From tome to tome a 

corrected rts cowrse for the terran, and uf scemed to mx 

that «t was followmg a powerline we could ser ender ws 

Recause we were corvows. | dowe down towards the 
mvc and turned the planc mm order to try to follow. hut 

it was no use We semply did not have cnough power I 

just sped away from us a couple of hundred meters over 

the fickd 

High Velocity, 

The pilots report was mvestigated for a perrod of wi 

months y a aumber of people within the Defence 
Ministry «without anvone berg able to ndemtety the 

otyect No one has to thes day contacted the priots 

In a sermelar cnoownter om the aw on 14 August 1946 a 

Secdrsh an torce priot gave chase to a meee whch 

crossed hes fheht path durmng mancuvers m the arca of 

Avesta The pilot, who wishes to remam anonymous 
told DAGENS NVHETER that dereng the meat thre 

minutes he could see a cogarshaped mivwile Petore of 

disappeared to the southcast 

The ofyect passed om front of my BIS and I gunk) 

undersicnd that « wasnt an ordmary anplan 

weed to sccong those In order to try and overtake the 

1 was 
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‘oogar. | pet up oy speed and seung abruptly to the 
mgmt Bul « was no use. The ofycct moved much too 
a 

Im the formerly classified report whach the prlot and hes 
aw recomnamance people submitied to the defense 

staff's aw defense divimon, be cstemated the mrssile’s 
velocety at ncarly (OO islometers per hour That almost 

twee as fast as any Swodssh plane could fly m 1946 

* Military Lo Investigate Submarine Sighting 

VIE NOOLIYM Stathole DIGENS NYHETER 

m Sewdreh 31 Vay Yip 4 

jt matirrbuted artxle “Four Saw Perncope m Stock- 
holm] 

[Text] The mulstary has questioned four people who 

Tucsday observed the permcope ef something which 
could have been a foregn submarine off the Fader Istes 
im Stackholm 's archipelago 

“Three conference delegates and a warter at the Frader 

Isies Inn saw the permcope clearly for several minutes ~ 

Bertsl Ternert. head of the defense stall prew office, told 

TT were servece that there were no Swedrsh submarines 
m the areca at that pout 

‘We will do an analyes of the event as quackly as 
possitic hased on the reports we have recerved.” he sand 

NORDIC COUNTRIES ” 

* Military Research lastitute Risks Fund Cut 

VIENO6IVB Stackholm DAGENS NYVHETER 
in Swedish 23 May 91 p § 

[Anders Ohman artacle “Defense Research Insinute 
May Lose East Group™] 

[Text] The Defense Minestry’s research mstetutc, Foa 
risks losing sts funding for us so~<alied East Group 
Startong | July thes year 

The threat of discontenuation a result of Supreme 
Commander Bengt Gustafsson’s demand for a 10)- 
percent reduction in defense research Approxwmmatcly WO) 
milhon kronor m 13 arcas of research must be cut 

Researchers in Foa’s East Group are protestiong the plans 
for discontinuation. The complies and uncertam devel- 
opments in the Sovect Umon arguc for contenuing Foa's 
East Europe studies, sad the affected researchers 

The supreme command wants. within an unchanged 
defense cconomy. to prioritize certam areas. for 
csampic, tele-wartare and underwater technology. and 
reduce aspirations im other arcas 

“It 5 better for the staff to speak plarnly mght now so that 
the matter can be properly discussed.” sand Bo Rybeck 
director general for Foa 

Foa's East Group was sect up on 1987 and consists of four 
people. The group. among other things. has followed 
Soviet defense planning. the military industrial comple. 
Sovect security policy, and military strategy. as well as 
keeping an cye on the muilttary-political situation im the 
Balt area and northern Europe 
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( yprus problem. In preparation tor ar 

Tr the two sides should he ready to 

imrence with the clements of the 

$ of the agreement, including the under 
gs and the description of political equality I had 

port of & March 1990 and anne,. as 

ly I guiding principics of the tederatior 

ito federal unson, bicommunality and bi-zonalits 

! | dis USM d with the Mo sides As | 

dainmys statement of 27 March 1991. ut should 

possible to work oul an arrangement that wall 

it, of both communities and of 

' ' | port ors March 1990 I noted that suct 

tsi uld im luck ihe fr lowing in him with 

agreement, the demilitarisation of 

ne Tc l sill remain an objective the 1960 Treatn 

Cy Tih ind of Alliance will remain a valid trame 

k and w he updated in keeping with the purposes 

1p tthe € harter of the United Nations: and 

1 Got k and lurkish contingents ol rea 

size will be an essential feature of 

‘ 

hal progress is urgently me sal 

| rritorial adjust nis and displaced 

| 4s the members of the Council will recall, the 

xg trom these msucs concern the 

der Greek Cypriot administrator 

/ i? i iiMtiantial number of Crreck ( pri 

I ! j 1 thal area. and the numb 

{, b ; ma rsa » +) iT iT ry 

' | Aish € vprot mmunit I hes 

he Drought within agreemet 

" ng takes place 

} ! ! >. Al 1 ; lf 

flect on this matter. I shall in d 
’ ‘ - r) ; au ' 

my wh have sugs dl 

hs of tu mad Aus \1 

\1 } sith a .f , o ‘ 

, nica ! wh ot the ight heading 

sith operative paragraph 4 of 1 

; | nicnd 1 sais Ths proces ’ 

nspensah hat ine tw 

‘ hefore th hes , ‘ ‘ 

i +) ‘ prop ' , » +) tus 

, A sith particu ‘ 

’ [ ' nm i witl hig 

" \ ‘; ; ‘ 1h " +? +? 

Government Denounces Secession in \ugoslavia 

hy 
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spokesman recalled that the secessionist actions by the 

two Yugoslav republics was denounced by Europe as a 
whole at the recent meeting of the CSCE foreign mints- 

ters first council in Berlin, in which Foreign Munuister 

Yeoryios lakovou participated. The spokesman added 

that the Cypnot Government, in addition to endorsing 

this CSCE position, goes beyond the denunciation of 
these secessionist actions 

President Vasiliou Returns From Visit to Rome 

VC 2606201991 Nicosia Cyprus Broadcasting 

Corporation Radio Network in Greek 1900 GMI 

26 Jun Yl 

[Excerpt] President Yeoryros Vasiliou returned trom 

Rome tonight. where he held talks with Itahan Prime 

Minister Giuho Andreott: on the Cyprus issuc. In his 

Statement, Vasiliou prarsed Italy's interest in a Cyprus 
solution and added that what 1s cxpected now 1s for 

Turkey to reply positively on the territonal and retugee 

questions. [passage omitted] 

Vasiliow Addresses Chamber of Commerce on Deficit 

NO 20061627191 Nicosia CYPRUS MAUL in Enel 

A Jun Yl p ) 

[Kharis Ahristotorou report] 

[Text] The government remains concerned about this 

year's proyected increase mn the tiscal deficit to around 
130 million Cyprus pounds but there 1s little ut can do to 

bring it down again in the absence of a significant rise in 

its tax revenues, President Yeoryios Vasilrou told th 

(ypres Chamber of Commerce and Industry AGM 

lannual pe neral mectling) Vcst« rda\ 

CYPRUS 9 

(Comparing Cyprus’ share of tax revenues in the gross 
domestic product to the European Community average. 
the President pointed to a great discrepancy between the 
two percentages. The sland’s share of nearly 22 per cent 
(including mmdirect taxcs as well as social imsurance 
proceeds) compared very unfavourably with an EC 
average of yust under 41 per cent, Vasiliou said 

“There 1s no room tor miracles in the sphere of economic 
policy. as vou all businessmen know so well. If there are 
no revenues then you can not undertake expenditures 
and you certainly can not sustain them on a permanent 

hasis.” the President said 

Replying to past criticism about a government failure to 
tackle the mendence of tax evasion, the President 
affirmed that the implementation of the tan reform 
package would go a long way towards addressing this 

problem. But he also reminded his audience of the wave 
of protests unduced last year by the government's deci- 
sion to introduce a torm tor the listing by every taxpayer 

of his’ her own property particulars. “These very same 

people who were constantly protesting agaist the inci- 

dence of Laan cvasion were up in arms when they were 

asked to till up that form.” Vasihouw told the conference 

Fiscal matters aside. the President made reference also 
to the Central Bank decision to mtroduce a ceiling tor 
the expansion of commercial bank credit 

Thies vear’s tarect of 3 per cent 1s almost double the 
rate at whoech the gross domestic product, at current 

prices S$ cApect gto erow he sand 

Ponting out to the need tor attamnimng “a balance” in the 

growth between the mones supply and the economy asa 

whole Vasilou warned of munflatvonary risks and a dete- 

oration in t! ountrs, § Balance of Payments “were the 
'_- , tay 7 grow unchecked - -- 
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Prime Vlinister Comments on \ugostay Crisis 

\c BA, 4A1->%5H9) life } rss Rodi fonia Road 

GMT OS Jun Vl ’ 
Neu rH iP) tavern Ti 

[Text] Greck Prime Minister Konstandinos Mitsotakis 
left Athens carly this morning tor Luxembourg to partic- 

ipate in the EC summit 

In a Statement aboard the pias Miitsotakis « Apressed 

cConcem Over the latest des pn isin Yugoslavia and 

said that the current situation rs a tragedy The prime 

minister further pointed out that we have very good 

relations with the Scrfians. as fone all we can. and 

might be the only count hat can help normalize the 
Situation 

Mitsotakis also said that the tragedy will be exacerbated 

if evervone holds catr positions and added that 

countnes which become independent should realize that 

thes, must manta nstitutnons and change cannot be 

made through revolutronar but must take place 
within a constitulion that heen a pied bs all 

parties. The Grreck Prime Monist led) The Ser 

hians must i demonstrat Cl lraint 

NMitsotakis Confers With \isitine Iranian Minister 
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the C yprus-Acgean- Thrace quadrant, combined with the 

pursuit of stability in the Balkans. are the basic axes 
about which PASOK’s [Panhellenic Socialist Move- 
ment’s}] foreign policy platform revolves, as elaborated 
by PASOK’s planning sector. The platform, to which Mr 

Th. Pangalos contributed in its final stages. was recently 
sent for approval to the executive bureau so that ut will 

be the basis for the decision to be submitted to the 

special conference that will define a nat onal security 

policy. This had been preceded by the presentation of 

analytical suggestions by the planning director, Mr. P 

(hkonomou. to Mr. Th. Pangalos. responsible for foreign 

policy and defense matiers in the executive bureau 

Deputies. the Central Committee, and PASOK’s nome 

and sectoral committees will participate im the confer- 

ence scheduled for mid-May in Salonica. Mr. A Papan- 

dreou will give a speech at the opening of the conference 

Greek-lLurkish Issues 

Ihe plan includes individual platform positions 

iplanks}|. The plan concludes that the major threat to 

Gsreece is Turkish eapansionism and it highhghts the fact 

that restraining this cxapansionism presupposes a greater 

national! strength and a will to use it on the defense of the 

In reterence to Greek-Turkish rela- 

has been officially burned 

along with its diplomatic repercussions, while previous 

conditions have been restored tor resumption of bipar- 

san lis uUsSsEOnS 

national imitcrest 

thorns the ‘Davos policy 

The plattorm characterizes the “Davos” penod as onc of 
(oreck good will towards Turkey. which, however, was 

a sincere response On the contrary, it became 

a topec of exploitation by Ankara tor the advancement of 

ts capansronist plans. This 1s why this period 1s consid- 

red concluded. given that Turkey's political forces stull 

ontorm to the neo Mioman cxpansionist concept The 

platform highhehts Greece's neht to extend rts territonal 

Turkish-E¢ 
(yprnot problem and Greek-Turkish 

not met by 

waters to 12 miles and ties progress in 

relations to the 

reiatpons 

Ih plank concerning “Crreck Thrace 

° RK 
minoritys mssuc 

ects Ankara’s attempts to transtorm the Mushm 

nto a two-sided problem 

e Repects the direct or mindirect internationalization of a 

learly internal atfar 

¢ States that the Lausanne treaty mehts tor the Mushm 
lo be respected and any sort of discrim- 

natron must be avoided 

ry ’ rst are 

* Denounces Turkey's policy towards the Crreck 

(irihodos. minorits 

e States that severe measures will be taken against the 

and its agents to create prelimi 
nary conditions tor undermining Greek national sov- 

crownts and tor transforming the Mushm minority 

instrument for Ankara s capansonist inten- 

Atl mypis ah’ lurkes 

Turkish strategic goal 1s to repeat the 

( ypriot precedent in Creech Il hrace 
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¢ Highlhghts the need to expand and hasten West 
Thraki devclopment programs to facilitate the reset- 
tlement of returning Pontians 

¢ Emphasizes that petty party attitudes must be 
avoided when dealing with the minority rssucs 

Cypriot Problem 

In this regard. the platiorm repositions the Cypriot 
problem, which essentially shirks Crreece’s positions 

during the intercommunal talks. It 1s worth mentioning 

that no reference 1s made to a federatron. Specifically 

¢ The Cyprnot problem ts proclaamed a Greck national 

security rssuc with the pustification that a bad national 

solution will, besides leading to the constriction of the 

Coreck nation, also intensity the Turkish capansionist 

pressures in the areca of Greece 

e Any contedcration solution leading to two countries ts 

reyected because this will make Turkey a coleader on 

the sland and will clear the path for the riland to 
become Turkish 

e [tis noted that the tained intercommunal discussions 

influenced and did away with the positions previously 
negotiated by the two 

¢ Preconditions tor a nationally acceptable solution 

include the sland’s reunication based on UN resolu 

tons. citizens equality and treedom to exercise all of 

their mehts. the withdrawal of Turkish forces and 
settlers, and the restraint of Turkey's mght to inter 
vene in the contest of the agreement's guarantees 

¢ Cypriot mtegration into the EC 1s characterized as a 

main, and high priority. goal 

Ihe Balkans 

The plank dealing with Balkan policy notes that Crreece 

desires stability on the Balkans and states that Cireece 

must assist the Balkan countnes through national and 
EC resources, taking advantage of its unique position as 

the only EC member-country in thes region. Specifically 

the plattorm 

¢ Notes that Greece can guarantee its borders with 

Albania mn exchange tor the assurance of the Crreck 

minority s equality of rnehts 
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¢ Proposes minority cconomic and cultural support in 
order to stop massive exodus while simultancously 

permitting all of the people of North Epirus presently 

here to remain if they so wash 

¢ Emphasizes the need for a systematic rejection of 

Skopye’s propaganda attack as well asor the refuta- 
tion of the attempted takcover of the Greek historical- 

gcographical term. Macedonia. and tts use as a Slavic 

national symbol tor a Slavec cthnicity, notes that 

Macedonia 1s a geographical region and not a national 

concept 

¢ Recommends the anti-Crreck cooperation between 

Anakara and Skopje ought to be counterbalanced by 

devcloping compensating relations 

¢ Expresses the desire for preserving and strengthening 
political and military cooperation with Bulgaria 

under conditions that Sofia will not change its policy 

t uropean Policy 

The piatiorm highlhghts. with respect to European 

policy. the country’s steady European onentatron and 

the establishment of a common torcign policy and 

detense. It states the desire to he admitted mito the 

Western European Union as well as the trantormation of 

this organization into the EC's defensive arm with the 

goal of mmcorporating tonto the Community s frame 

work 

The platform highlights the desire for an active partic 

pation by Greece m all phases of the Community's 

activities with the goal of maxumizing the exploitation of 

opportunities and possibilitees, while respecting the 

Community s rules 

The plank on Greck-Amercan relations emphasizes the 
desire tor excellent bilateral relatvons based on equality 

and states that granting military facilities to the United 
Staics 1s also tied to the balance of power between 

Cireece and Turkey, With regard to NATO). not only ts 

the country’s participation om ut undisputed. but the 

plattorm emphasizes the preservation of the country's 

role in the Alhance’s framework. [1 1s also important to 

note that the Eastern Mediterrancan constitutes an arca 
of direct political, strategec, and cconor mt rest for 

Csrecce 
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Plans Lander Way for Mideast Peace Pipeline 

142706162091 Ankara ANATOLIA in Enelish 

sJ0GMI 27 Jun Vi 

[Text] Caro (A. A}—{ Dateline as recenved] Turkey 1s pre- 

paring a plan tor the creation of a Middle East center for 

the peace pipeline project, uo was reported here on 
Thursday 

Details of the plan will be announced during the “Middle 

Fast water summit” meetings to be held in Istanbul on 
November 3-9. The technical, economic, social and polit- 

cal dimension of the applications concerning water 
sources in the Middle East will be discussed during the 
meetings 

Atiending leaders will give their opinions on planning of 

water sources, instituthonal reform, mecting of water 

demands, protection of water quality and the increase of 
productivity on their respective countries. A forum ent: 

thed “Peace or Water A New Institutional Frame.” 

headed by President Turgut (zal wall also be organized 

Leaders of the following counties have been invited to 

the summit: Syria. Lebanon. Iran, Irag. Jordan, Kuwait. 
Saudi Arama. Bahram, Qatar, United Arab Emirates 

(oman. Yemen, Egypt. Lunia, Aleerna. Morocco, Libya 
Sudan and Ethiopia 

Protocol Signed After Border Latkhs With USSR 

142 06100991 Ankara ANATOLIA in Enelish 
SWIG WI OO Jun Yi 

[Text] Ankara (A A}—The [Mh term mectings of the 
Turkish-Sovect pount state border line control commis 

sion ended here an W ednesday 

\ protocol summarizing results of Commission mectings 

held between June 6-26 was signed on the last day of the 

meetings 

Poreygn Ministry sand the commission cxamining acral 

pictures of the mver Aras. in northeastern Anatolha, has 

established the dynamics of the demarcation tine on th 

minsmum water level of the river 

Delegations taking part to the meetings also exchanged 
opmons on the establishment of hydrotechnical instal 

lations on the border of Aras River and the approximate 

position of a pont border line 

Al the commission mectings the Turkish delegation was 

headed by Erkan Grezer trom the Foreign Ministry and 

the Sovict delegation by the head of the Sovect bordet 

commission, Ambassador Sholmoys [name as received] 

Foreign Ministry Spokesman on Situation in SERY 

] 1 mH] iy] tnkara I urkiny Rad\ ud? \, i" rh 

mn turkish Senn ae MIT OO Jun Yl 

[Teat) Turkey has cxpressed the belret that the problems 

in Yugoslavia wll be overcome in tine with the common 

interests of the republics making up the country 

FBIS-WEL -91-125 
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Replying to a question on the rssuc, Forengn Munistry 
Spokesman Murat Sungar pointed out that Turkey 

attaches ercal importance to the maintenance of peace. 

Stability. and tranquillity on Europe and the Balkans. He 

sand: We believe that the domestic problems with which 

Yugoslavia rs now faced will be overcome through the 

constructive ctlorts of the clements making up the 
country and in line with ther Common interests 

Workers Stranded at Austria-SERY Border 

142 °06182091 Ankara TRI lelevision Network 

m durkhish 1000GMI O” Jun 97 

[Text] The devclopments in Yugoslavia are affecting 
Turkish workers. who are employed in Europe and who 

want to come home to spend them vacation. According 

to the ANATOLIA Agency. many Turkish workers are 

stranded at the border between Austria and Yugoslavia, 

because the border gate ms closed. The E-5 highway 

between Turkeys and Europe os also closed because of 
harncades placed at thes border crossing 

The Foreign Ministry applied to the Hunganan Embassy 

im Ankara to allow the Turkish workers stranded at the 

Austrian- ugoslay border to come to Turkey. Ambassador 

Qiviem Sanberk, Foreagn Ministry under secretary, sum- 

moned the Hungarian ambassador to Ankara to the Min- 

istry and asked Hungary to supply the workers with transit 
Visas 

Officials Deny Report on Early Election Demand 

141m] S090) taharad IN DTWOll tun lurkish 

S40G UI Ot Jun Vi 

| Text] Ankara ( AA}—Presidential spokesman Kava Topen 

has declared that the report published in the Istanbul 
newspaper BAY RAM under the headline “the Army 

Asked for Early Elections” rs “enterely umagimary and 

talse 

oper wsucd the following press release on the matter 

Ihe report published om the 26 lune 1991 issue of the 

Istanbul newspaper BAY RAM under the headlines “We 

Are Exposing the Secret Oival-Crures Meeting’ and ‘the 
Army Asked for barly Electrons’ rs entirely a figment of 

the mmagmation There 1s a lesson to be learned from this 
report in that it reveals the truc faces of those who clam 

to be the chammons of democracy. as well as ther 
subconscious aspirations tyke (memorandum and ‘malt 

lary intersention. and then shametul antidemocrat 

attitude, which 1s incompatile with democracy of the 

cvsting almosphere of peace and prospenty — 

Ihe chet of the Greneral Staffs Office also issued a 

statement denying the same report on today’s BAYRAM 
ncw spaper 
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State Ministers’ Responsibilities Announced 

142706160091 Ankara Turkive Radyolan Network 

in Turkish 1000 GMT 27 Jun 91 

[Text] The duties of Ekrem Pakdemurli, state minister and 
deputy prime minister, and of the other state ministers, as 

well as the establishments connected or affihated with 
them have been announced. According to a directive 
issued by Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz. the establish- 
ments directly connected with the prime minister are the 
following: the Central Bank. Turkish Radio and Televi- 
sion, TUBITAK [Turkish Scientific and Technical 
Research Organization], the Ataturk High Institute of 
Culture, Language. and History, the Social Housing 
Administration, the Public Corporations Administration, 
and the Social Aid and Solidarity Encouragement Fund 

According to the directive, Ekrem Pakdemurl, state min- 
ister and deputy prime minister, has been assigned the role 
of government spokesman in parhament. He will also 
serve as the acting chairman of the High Planning Council, 
and as the chairman of the Money and Credits Council. He 
will be responsibic for the development and coordination 
of contractor services abroad, for the encouragement of 

exports and invesiments, and for carrying out the duties 
assigned to him by the prime minister i the establish- 
ments connected to the prime minister 

The establishments under Pakdemurl: are the State Planning 
Organization, the Treasury and Foreign Trade Under Sec- 
retariats, and the Mate Statistics Institute. The establish- 

ments associated with Pakdemurli's office are the Turkish 

Development Bank. the public banks, and Exrmbank 

The duties of the other state ministers and the organiza- 
tions connected and attihated with them are as follows 

State Minister Fahrettin Kurt) Dutees—membership in 

the High Planning Council, and harson between the 
party general headquarters and the government. Con- 

nected organizations—the Religious Affairs Directorate 

State Minister Mustata Tasar) Duties—tiasson between 

the party central headquarters and the government 
Affihated organizations—the Turkish Fertilizer Corpo- 

ration General Directorate and the Turkish Cellulos 

and Paper Factones General Directorate 

State Minister Imren Aykut: Duties—government 
spokesman, coordination of relations between minisines 

and the press, government spokesperson at parhament, 
and administration of the Promotion Fund. Connected 
organizations—the Press, Publication, and Information 

General Directorate, the Anatoha Agency General Direc- 

torate, and the Women’s Status and Problems General 
Directorate 

State Minister Vehbi Dincerler’ Duties—government 

spokesman in parlament on cconomic matters, reorga- 

mization of the state burcaucracy, supervision of the 

program to minimize burcaucracy, coordination of rela- 
tions between local authorities and the central adminis. 

tration, and membership mm the High Planning Council 
Affihated organizations—the Turkish Petroleum Corpo- 

ration General Directorate Petroleum Group fas heard] 
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and the Turkish- Maddie East Public Administration 

Institute Geenecral Directorate 

State Minister Kamran Inan) Duties—general coordina- 

tion of regions with priority on development, government 
spokesman in parliament on political matters, member- 

ship in the GAP [Southeast Anatolia Project] High 
Council, chairmanship of the GAP Administration 

State Minister han Akuzum: Dutices—coordination of 

relations between the government and the parliamentary 

group, and planning the icrsure time of youth. Connected 

organizations—the Youth and Sports General Direc- 

torate and the SoccersFederation Directorate 

State Minister Cengiz Tuncer’ Duties—coordination of 
Cyprus affairs, development of employment, and promo- 

tion of employment opportunities on small businesses and 

the industrial sector. Connected organizations—the 
Turkish Atomic Energy Directorate. Affiliated organiza- 
tions—the National Productivity Center Directorate and 

the Turkish Standards Institute Corporation Directorate 

State Minister Sabahattin Aras: Duties—government- 

parhament relations. Connected organizations—the Mate 

Personne! Directorate and dhe Wagt General Directorate 

Affiliated organizations—the Court of Appeals Duirec- 

lorate 

State Minister Ersin Kocak: Duties—coordination of 
relations between the government and the parliamentary 

group. Affiliated organizations—the Turkish Anthracite 

Corporatron General Directorate and the Eubank Gen- 

cral Directorate 

State Minister Mehmet Cevik: Duties—coordination of 
workers emploved abroad and coordination of aflairs 

concerning Bulgarian mmmigrants. Connected organiza- 
tions—the Social Services and Child Protection General 

Directorate 

State Minister Cenap Gurpinar Duties—government- 
parhament relations and work to develop and strengthen 
the family. Connected organizations—the Family 

Research Corporation Directorate and the Land Regisira- 
tion and Survey General Directorate. Affihated organiza- 
tions—the Turkish Cement and Soil Industry Corporation 

General Directorate 

State Minister Birse! Sonmez) Duties—developing and 

coordinating policies to strengthen the working sector, 

the main pillar of soceety. Connected organizations —the 

High Control Council Aftihated organizations—the 
Turkish Iron and Steel Works General Directorate 

State Minister Aly Talip Ozdemir, Duties—administration 

of the Environment Fund. Connected organizations—the 

Environment Under Secretanat. the Special Environ. 

mental Protection Corporation Directorate, and the Mate 

Meteorology Affairs General Directorate 

The directive rmsued by Vilmaz also declared that this 

supersedes all previous directives on the subject 
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